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INTRODUCTION 
"And his mother and his brothers oame; and standing 
outside they sent to him and called him. And a orowd was 
sittinB about him; and they said to hilll, ·,your mother and 
your brothers are outside asking for you.' And he answered, 
' ~Th.o a.re my mother and m.y brothers?'" -- Mk. 3 :31.-33. These 
words of the evangelist can well serve as an introduction for 
this thesis. True, when Christ asked this question, He was 
using these words in a spiritual sense • Thus He answered 
it Himself with the words, "Whosoever daes the will of God 
is my brother, and mother, and sister."_ But the question 
oonoerning the blood relationship to Him of t ·hose of whom 
the people spoke He did not answer. While no one doubts that 
Mary was the mother of jesus, not all will answer the ques-
tion, Who are His brothers? in the same way •. 
This question ~onoerning the Brethren of the Lord and 
their exact relationship to H1m is not something new. True, 
in the past decades one view has been gaining ground among 
Protestant scholars, but it is not a new one. It goes back 
into the first tew centuries of the Christian era, as do the 
two other ch~et Tiews concerning this problem. In taot. the 
three same solutions have stood more or less side by side 
i 
Ji 
I 
2 
tor all these centuries, ever since they have been put tor-
ward by .their respective champions. Lightfoot in the excel-
' lent dissertation he has on the subjeot1 has named them after 
their ohiet exponents the Epiphanian, the Helvidian, and the 
Hieronym.1an2 theories.3 These names are still applied quite 
generally to this day to the theories and will also be used 
in this thesis to identity them. At times some noted indi-
vidual has championed some variation of one or the other ·and, 
thus in a sense, put forth his own, but none of these varia-
tions have taken hold to any appreciable extent and so will 
only be reterred to in passing.4 
While all three views go back at least as. far as the 
days of Jerome, not all of them have held equal prominence 
in the history of the Church in subsequent centuries. S1noe 
the time of Jerome (340?-420), his view (the H1ero.nymJ;an 
theory) has been aooepted as the corr~ot one in the Rpman 
Church. It was therefore als.o quite naturally taken over 
l. J.B. Lightfoot, in his commentary on Saint Paul's 
Epistle to the Galatians, pp •. 252ft. 
2. This -:elieory is named a:tter its chief exponent, Jerome, 
Hieronymus bei_ng the Latin name ot Jerome. 
3. According to the Epiphaili~n hypothesis the Brethren 
ot the Lor·d are sons or Joseph :trom a former marriage. The 
exponents ot the H~lvid-~an view, on the other band, say that 
the word 'brother' is to be take~ in its most literal sense, 
the Brethren ot the Lord, then, being aotual sons of Joseph 
and Mary; while the H1~ronym1an theory assumes that the word 
'brother• is to be taken in the wider sense of cousins. 
4. Lighttoot says concerning them: ttThese however haTe 
been tor the most part built upon aPbitrary assumptions or 
improbable combinations or known facts, and from their arti-
tioial character have railed to secure any wide aooeptanoe" 
(Ibid., p. 254.). 
-
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into most ot the Protestant ohurohes at the time ot the Retor-
ma.tion. The Ep1phanian view; whioh apparently goes back much 
further (especially it the apocryphal literature is tak~n 
into consideration),. is still the dominant one in the East-
ern Orthodox Ohurches.5 The third view was championed by 
Helv1d1us, a contemporary of both Jerome and Ep1phanius. In 
faot, the only things we know of him and his views are those 
which are found 1n the strong art1o1e written against him by 
Jerome. 
There 1s one more point in connection with this problem 
which must not be forgotten. As we consider it today, we 
oan sit back and look at it objectively, weighing the evidence 
on each side and then accepting that view which seems to satis-
fy us best. Controversies and dif':f'erenoes of O}>inion ot this 
sort, however, have never arisen ~imply for the sake ot con-
troversy. There bas always been something behind them which 
has prompted the men involved to take the views they did take. 
So also the problem of the Brethren or the Lord is not an 
isolated matter about which men have argued because they have 
had nothing better with whioh to occupy themseives. on the 
contrary, each view is definitely bound up with other more 
important matters. Helvidius argued the way he did because 
he was opposed to the asceticism and growing disapproval of 
marriage in his day. Both Epiphanius and Jerome, on the other 
5 •. Thus the East has tallowed the lead of the Greek father 
of the Cburoh, Epiphanius, even as the ·west has to a large 
ext·e·nt toll.owed the 1ead or Jerome• 
ri 
I 
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hand, were interested in preserving the perpetual. virginity 
of Mary when they put forward their views. While it is true 
that this does not efteot the merits ot either of the hypo-
thesis, yet it must. be kept in mind in evaluating them. 
It is my purpose to examine these various hypotheses 
in the light of tradition and Scripture. Thus the theories 
themselves will first be discussed briefly. Next they will 
be examined on the basis or the references to this pro.blem 
in the . literature of the early Ohuroh. Finally, the Scrip-
ture passages whioh have a bearing on the subject will be 
taken up. The oorrect interpretation of these passages is 
after all the real key to the problem. 
1 
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CHAPTER I 
THE THREE THEORIES 
Before we can come to any conclusions concerning the 
merits of these various hypotheses it will be necessary to 
give an outline ot them. This will simply be an objective 
statement or some or the points advanoed in their tavor. 
Onoe these facts are known, it will be possible to evaluate 
their merits and demerits more easily. 
The H1eronymian hypothesis :might also be calied the 
cousin theory. As was mentioned before, Jerome was the tirst 
chief exponent or this theory. In :ta.ot, there . are those who 
feel that there is no real evidence tor this theory before 
the time of Jerome.1 It was he who maintained that they were 
cousins ot the Lord over against the view ot Helvidius, whose 
claims Jerome countered. with his article on "The Perpetual. 
Virginity ot the Blessed Mary." The tirst section ot th.is 
wo.rk contains Jer.ome 's counterarguments against Relvidius. 
He then takes up the problem of the persons called Jame.s 1n 
1 .. .Q!•, ~·• Lightfoot,~· .!ll•, pp. 258f. and note, 
p. 273.. In this footnote he discusses at le11gth the supposed 
rererenoe to the Hieronymian hypothesis in the writings ot 
Papias. He proves conolusival.7 ~that the passage was written 
by a mediaeval. D8lll8sake ot the Bishop of Hierapolia·, Papias, 
the author of the 'Elementar1um,' who lived in the 11th century." 
6 
the New Testament. He says that there are two by that name 
among the Apostles: James the son or Zebedee and brother ot 
John, and James the son ot Alphaeus. This latter one is also 
oalled James the Less. This shows that there were only two 
by this name. How, then, oan we account tor the other promi-
nent James, who is called the Lord's brother? He must be one 
of these t wo, especially since he is oalled an Apostle in 
Gal. 1:19. Since at this time James the son ot zebedee was 
already dead, we must identity James the Lord's brother with 
James the son or Alphaeus, who is also known as James the 
Less. He is mentioned together with his brother Joses as a 
son of Mary (.Mk. 15:40_; Matt. 27:56). Since we know that this 
James was the son of Alphaeus, "the only oonolusion is that 
the Mary who is described as the mother of James the less was 
the wife of Alphaeus and sister or Mary, the Lord's mother, 
the one who is called by Jojm. the Evangelist 'Mary of Clopas,' 
whether after her father, or kindr~d, or for some other reason" 
(Chap. 15).2 Thus James and the other 'brethren ot the Lord' 
were cousins or jesus, for they were sons of His mother's 
sister. jerome then goes on to show how it happens that they 
are called 'brothers.• He says: "In Holy Scripture there are 
four kinds or bra thren--by nature , raoe , .kindred, love • • • • 
Moreover, they are oalled brethren by kindred who are of one 
~ family, that is ~~rpt~, whioh corresponds to the Latin pater-
2. The translation of Jerome's treatise which I have used 
is that ot W.R. Fremantle in the Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers 
.2!_ ~ Christian Church, ~enry_ Waoe &. Philip Schatt eds., VI. 
'I 
nitas, because f'rom a a~ngle root a numerous progeny prooeeds" 
(Chap. 16). He mentions as proot Gen. 13: a, ll, Abraham's 
words to Lot ( "For we are brethren" ) • To J'erome , then, "1 t 
is clear that our Lord's brethren have the name in the same 
way that J'oseph was oalled his father" (Chap. 18). 
These are the essentials of the cousin theory, as J'erome 
propounded it. However, as Lightfoot points out, there are 
several other important additions which were made later on 
to this theory. One of these is the identitication of Alphaeus 
with Olopas. It is held that they are simply ~itferent forms 
3 
of the same Aramaic word, "Chalphai." This explains the 
difficulty otherwise involved in J'ames being called the son 
of AJ.phaeus in the lists of the Apostles and the son ot Clopas 
(if the Mary mentioned in Mk. 15:40, is to be identified with 
the Mary ot J'ohn 19:25). That J'erome did not make this identi-
fication of names is evident, since he says that if you think 
they are two persons, "you have still to learn that it is cus-
tomary in Scripture tor the same individual to bear different 
names" (Chap. 15). Furthermore, Lightfoot says "In his trea-
tise on Hebrew names too he gives an account of the word Al-
phaeus which is scarcely consistent with this identity. 
Mei ther have I found any traces of 1 t in any of his other 
works, though he refers several times to the subJeot.n4 
3. ct. F. Bechtel, "The Brethren ot the Lord," in the 
Oatholi~Enoyclopedia, Vol. I, P• 767; or Lightfoot, 2R.• 
ill,. , pp. 256t. 
4. Lightfoot, 21t• 2.!1•, P• 257. 
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Another addition to this theory also involves an 1den-
t1f1oation~ The Judas, who is one ot the Brethren ot ~he 
Lord, is identified with the apostle .Judas, whom Luke raters 
, / 
to as i_IovOd-S ,rd..K<.J@011 (Lk. 6:.16; Aots 1:13). This also tits 
in perfectly w1 th the opening verse of the Epist.le 2!: l!!!!!.• 
There its author calls himself the brother ot James~ Thus 
according to this view this epistle was written by aa Apostle. 
It has therefore been readil.y accepted by those who wish to 
make the author of the Epistle 2.!:, James .an Apos~le also. 
Some have ov.en identified the Simon mentioned among the Breth-
ren of the Lord with Simon Zelotes in the list of the Twelve 
5 in Luke 6:15-. 
A further slight variation is referred to by Bechtel in 
his artiol.e in the catholio Encyclopedia. While maintaining 
that the Brethren of the Lord are cousins of Xesus, he is not 
so sure 1f' they are related through Joseph or through Mary-. 
Thus he says: 
Xames, Joseph, and Jude are undoubtedly H1s 
cousins. If Simon is the same as the Symeon ot 
Hegesippus., he also 1a a. cousin, since this writer 
expressly states that he was a son ot Clopag the 
uncle. ot the Lord, and the· latter's cousin. Bu't 
whether they were cousins on their father•s or 
their mother's side, whether oous.ins by blood or . 
merely by marriage, cannot be determined with cer-
tainty. Mary of Olopa&. is indeed called the siste~ 
or the Blessed Virgin~: (John 19:25)'1 but it is un-
5·. Ibid., PP• 257t. 
6e: Tiiii statement .or Heges1ppus w1µ. be discussed in Chap. 
II 1n conneot1on with ,the t .est_imony of the Church fathers • 
. 7 .• Prov1ded this passage reters to only three persons 
and not to tour, as many scholars maintain. 
9 
certain whether 'sister• here means a true sister 
or a sister-in-law. This would favor the view that 
Mary or Clopas was only the sister-in-law or the 
Blessed Virgin, unless it be true, , as stated 1~ MSS. 
or the Peshitta iersion, that. Joseph and Clopas 
married sisters. 
Before going on to the view of Helv1dius, it should be 
recalled that Jerome maintained his theory tor a specific 
purpose. · The title of the treatise in which 1t is found: 
" The J>erpetual Virginity of the Blessed Mary,'' shows the rea-
son for this theory in the thinking of Jerome. Thus he states 
his purpose as follows: 
I must oall upon the Holy Spirit to express His 
meaning by my mouth and defend the Blessed Mary. 
I must call upon the Lord Jesus to guard the sacred 
lodging or the womb in which he abode tor ten months 
from all suspicion of sexual intercourse. And I 
must also entreat God the Father to a.how that the 
moth~r of His Son~ who was a mother before she was 
a bride, continued a Virgin after her son was born. 
(Chap. 2) 
~Helv1d1~n Theory 
As was already mentioned , J'erome wrote his treatise on 
"The Perpetual Virginity of the Blessed Mary" against Helvi-
dius, a contemporary or· his in Rome •. This Helvidius had argued 
quite strongly against oelibaoy. In so doing he had used the 
examp~e of the mother of J'eaus and had referred to her sons 
and daughters to show that the raising of a f'arnily was some-
thing quite honorable and not something to be discouraged. 
Thus, understood correctly, the Helvidian theory might also 
a. Bechtel, ~· ill•, 
1.0 
be called the brother theory, since it assumes that the Breth-
ren of the Lor<l are sons of Mary and .Joseph, born in the 
natural way after the miraoulous birth of Jesus • 
.rerome appealed to Scripture to show how the passages 
involved oould be interpreted aooording to his view. In so 
doing he attempted to retute H~lvidius, who had al.so ·appealed 
to the statements of the passages themselves to show that the 
Brethren of the Lord were children of Joseph and Mary. The 
exponents of this theory, then, as it is still developed today, 
appeal to the simplest and most natural. meaning of the words 
and phrases invol.ved.9 Besides Matt. l:25 and Lk. 2:7 all 
those places where the Brethren ot the Lord are actually men-
10 tione d are important. Two points are brought out in con-
nection with these paosages. In the first place, the use of 
, 
the word 'brother' (~o~Af05) is stressed. Thus Plummer says: 
No instance in Greek literature has been found / ll. 
in Ylh1oh "brother" (~oEi\g>os) means "cousin" (~"~1:l'ios), 
v,hioh ocours Col .• 4:10; and it is to be noted that 
the anc1ent tradition preserved by Hegesippus (o. 
A.D. l.70) distinguishes James the first overseer of 
the Church of Jerusalem as the "brother ot the Lord" 
(Eus •. H.E. II. xx:111. l.), and his successor Symeon 
as the~ousin of the L9rd" (lV• xxii. 4). Could 
9. "Thia [the view that they are real brothers] is exege-
tioally the most natural view favo~ed ••• by the obvious 
meaning of Matt. l.:25 •• ·~ and Luk!!t 2:.7 .... , as explained 
from the standpoint of the eva~elist, who used these terms 
in tul.l view of the iubieguent istory or Mary and .resus." 
--Philip Schaff a History ot ~ Christian Ohuroh, Vol. I, 
PP• 272t. 
10 • .rohn 2:12; Mk. 6:l.-6 (,g_!. Matt. 13:54-56; Lk. 4:16-30; 
.rn. 6:42); Mk. 3:20-22, 31-33 (~. Matt. l.2:46-59; Lk. 8: 
l.9-21); jn. 7:2-8; Aots 1:14; Gal. l.:l.8t.; l Cor. 9:5. 
ll. so al.so J.B. Mayor, ~ Epi stl..e 2!, ~. James• p • Xiv• 
Hegesippus have written thus if James were really 
a oous1n? If a vague term suoh as "kinsman" were 
wanted, tf!t also might have been used, Luke 1:36, 
58; 2:44. 
ll. 
The second point worthy of note 1n the argument of the 
advocates of the Helv1d1an view is that the so-called brothers 
a-re 
and sisters of JesusAalways mentioned together with Mary. 
They go down to Capernaum with jesus and His mother and His 
disciples in the early days of His ministry (jn. 2:12). They 
are mentioned by the inhabitants of Nazareth as brothers (and 
sisters) of Jesus, when He taught in their synagogue (Mk. 6: 
l-6 and parallel pass.). They oome with Mary to seize jesus 
when they felt that He was beside Himself (Mk. 3:20-22, 31-
33 and parallel pass.) • .Finally , they are mentioned together 
with Mary and the d1so1ples after the resurreot1on (Aots 1:14). 
In the third place, those who hold to the Helvidian 
view maintain that the Brethren of the Lord are always dis-
tinctly separate from the Twelve, while the cousin theory 
assumes that at least two and perhaps three were Apostles. 
In jn. 2:12, they are mentioned as a separate group from the 
disciples when they went down to Capernaum. Later on their 
growing opposition (Mk. 3:2Q-22, 31-33 and paralle1 pass.) 
set them off from the Apostles. Finally, the statement ot 
the evangelist John: "For even his brothers did not believe 
in himn (jn. 7:5) seems to show that they oould not have been 
members of the Twelve. Also Acts 1:14 and 1 Cor. 9:5, seem 
12. Altred Plummer, !!!. Epistle~ 2£. ~ james ~ ~ ~, 
P• 28. 
l.2 
to put them in ·a separate class. 
There is yet one final point whioh the advocates of the 
Helv1dian hypothesis have argued in its favor. It the Brethren 
or the Lord were cousins of ~esus and sons of Mary and Clopas, 
why are they never mentioned in oonneotion with their reputed 
parents but always with the mother of jesus?13 This point 
as well as the others already mentioned are real difficulties 
which the defenders of the H1eronymian hypothesis must face. 
However, it must be remembered that there is yet another theory, 
that of Epiphanius; and, as will be seen, most ot these argu-
ments can also be used in support ot this theory. 
The Helvidian hypothesis has been gaining g.rowid among 
Protestant schol.ars in recent years. It is entirely unaccept-
able, however, to the Roman Church as well as to the Greek 
Orthodox Churches, because it is contrary to the doctrine ot 
the perpetual virginity of Mary. · In tact, some of the Protes-
tants who have not accepted it have plainly admitt·ed that they 
preferred to maintain the perpetual v1rg1-nity of Mary, as did 
Luther and the other Protestant reformers. 
~ Epiphanian Theoq 
The third important theory, that ot Epiphan1ua, takes 
a middle-of-the-road course between the two Just mentioned. 
It assumes that the Brethren 01' the LOrd were His halt brothers, 
children of J'oseph from a :former marriage-. · Its chief exponent 
was Ep1phan1us, who was born ·in .Palestine about 315 and died 
13. So argues Lightfoot, 2E.• 21.l•, P• 262. 
\ 
near Cyprus 1n 403. Thus he was a Greek father, and so it 
might be expected that the Eastern Orthodox Churches would 
follow him, as has also happened. 
Like the other theories, so this one involves a doctrine. 
Epiphanius 1n advancing it wanted to maintain the perpetual 
virginity of Mary. For that reason, too, it is still accepted 
in the Eastern Church today (and also by some Protestants who 
feel this doctrine should be maintained). While this does 
not necessarily speak for or against the theory, it should be 
kept in mind together with the doctrinal implications ot the 
other theories. This view of Epiphanius occupies a middl.e 
position from the point of view of doctrine. ,Vhile preserving 
the perpetual virginity ot Mary, it does not go as tar as the 
theory of jerome. The latter maintains not only the virginity 
of Mary but that of joseph also.14 
Although it has this one point in common with the Hiero-
nym.1.an hypothesis, the Epiphanian theory has several things 
in common with the Helvidian view. Concerning this Lightfoot 
says: "They both assign to the word brethren its natural 
meaning; they both recognize the main tacts related of the 
Lord•s brethren in the Gospels--their unbelief, their distinct-
ness from the Twelve, their connexion with Joseph and Mary--
and they both avoid the other difficulties which the Hierony-
14. "You say that Mary did not continue a virgin: I claim 
still more, that Joseph himself on account of Mary was a virgin, 
so that from a virgin wedlock a virgin son was born" --Jerome, 
&• ill•, _Chap. 21. 
14 
mian theory creates."15 
The strongest argument advanced 1n favor or th1s theory 
is that from tradition. Before the days or Jerome it seems 
that the view whioh Ep1phan1us adop~ed was quite generally 
accepted. It perhaps goes baok the farthest or any if we 
v,ish to consider the apocryphal gospels • . Some of the earliest 
of these, like the Gospel according ~ ~ Hebrews and the 
Protevangeliwn 21, James., 16 both dating from around the middl.e 
or the second century, definitely speak or Joseph's children 
from a former marriage. It is to these that men like Origen 
appealed tor support tor the half-brother theory. However, 
as will be shown in the next chapter, one must be very oare-
f'Ul in relying too strongly on the testimony or ~heae apocry-
phal writings.17 
Besides this argument f'rom tradition, whioh certainly · 
does earry some weight with it, there are also others advanced 
trom t he language of Scripture. some teel. that Mary•s words 
to the angel.: "How shall this be, seeing that I know not a 
man?" (Lk. l :34} , .·impl.y that Mary had devoted herself to a life 
of virginity even in marriage. Again others say that the 
attitude of the brot~ers toward Jesus is that or ol4er brothers 
15. Lightfoot, 2.ll• 5!.!!.•, p. 265. 
16. These apocryphal books will be disoussed together with 
all the patristio evidence in the following chapter. 
17. Jerome in his Comm. in Matt. xii. 49, "taunts those 
who considered the Lord'sbrethren to be sons of Joseph's 
[sici] by a former wife, as 'to1iow1ng the ravings or the 
apocryphal writings,. and inventing a certain Meloha or Esoha' 
(tor Joseph's first wife)." -- Mayor, James, PP• xi r. 
and not of younger ones toward an elder brother. An examina-
tion ot the passages involved seems to point to this conclusion, 
and so this is def1n1 tely someth:l.ng 1n tavor of the Epiphanian 
vieVI. To these arguments Lig.htf'oot adds another trom the nega-
tive side. After ruling out ~he H1eronymian theory, he shows 
how one objection, in his words, ''has been hurled at the Hel-
vidian theory with great toroe, ••• which is powerless 
against the .Epiphanian.nl.8 This objection involves the story 
of the Crucifixion. There we are tol.d that ~esus turned Mary 
over to John, His beloved disoiple, so that she would be cared 
for. Lightfoot feels that this is reconcilable with the Epi-
phanian but not with the Helvidian theory and so speaks tor 
the former •19 
These, then, are the three chief theories concerning 
the Brethren or the Lord. Jerome claimed that they were cousins 
and thus maintained the virginity of both Mary and Joseph. 
Helv1d1us argued on the basis ot the apparent meaning of the 
Scriptures that they ,vere real sons of joseph and Mary. 
18. Lightfoot, 212.• g!!_., P• 272. 
19. This incident in the life or Christ has always been 
a crux in the whole problem of the Brethren of the Lord. I 
believe it causes the same difficulty no matter whioh ot the 
major theories one accepts. oartainly there is a real prob-
l.em here ror the Helvidian hypothesis. However, I believe 
the same problem remains tor those wl10 consider the brethren 
to be step-children of Mary, espeoially when viewed in the 
ligr.c.t or Acts 1:14, where they are once more mentioned together 
with her. Even the cousin theory, especially if it assumes 
that the two sisters (Mary the mother af Jesus ·and Mary the 
wife of Olopas) combined their househol.ds after the death ot 
their respective husbands, must taoe this ditfioul.ty. 
Epiphanius avoided some of the main obJeotions to both ot 
these ~heories by advocating the traditional view of his 
time. By making them children of .Toseph from a former mar-
riage, he did not have to explain the word lo E A<Prf.s in any 
unusual manner and yet he preserved the perpetual virginity 
of Mary inviolate. 
Other Theories 
Besides these three principal ~heories, many others, 
the majority of wh1oh are simply variations ot these, have 
been advanoed.20 Most ot these oan be passed by without oon-
sideration. However, two of them are worthy of mention, one 
because it shows how involved one can make this problem, and 
t he other because of the ingenious way in which it appeals to 
tradition and thus deserves notice. 
The first of these variations is the theory of Renan. 
It is found in an appendix of his~ evangiles.21 It "assumes 
~ Jameses, and distinguishes the son o; Alphaeus from the 
son of Olopas. He holds that Joseph was twioe married and 
t hat Jesus had several older brothers and oousins.n22 Thus 
it is a combination of the Hieronymiun and Epiphanian theories.23 
20 • .Q!~ Lightfoot, .QR.• .2.ll.•, P• 254, tor a briet summary 
of some of these variations. 
21. I am indebted to Phiiip Schaff tor the information 
oonaerning this theory. He mentions it in his History 2! 
the Christian Church, Vol. I, p .• 275. 
- 22. Ibid. 
23. The lineup or cousins and brothers according to Renan 
is as follows: 
1. Children of Joseph from the first marriage, and older 
brothers of Jesus: 
It is interesting to note that Renan distinguishes betw~en 
(half) brothers and cousins and does not include t .he latter 
among the Brethren of the Lord~ He traces the cousinship 
through Joseph and not through Mary, as Lange does in the 
theory whioh wil1 be discussed next. 
This hypothesis or Lange is a variation ot the cousin 
theory. Most of the scholars who have written on this sub-
ject since his time have taken note of this theo:t"y to a 
greater or less degree. Since it has al·so found some support 
in Lutheran circles, I shall devote some time to it. According 
to this view ~ames the brother of the Lord is a.lso identified 
a. James, the brother ot the Lord, or Obliam. This is the 
one mentioned Matt. 13:55; Mark 6:3; Gal. 1:19; 2:9 1 12; 
l Cor. 15:7; Acts 12:17, eta; James l:l; Jude l:l; and 
in Josephus and Hegesippus. 
b. Jude, mentioned Matt. 13:55; Mark 6:3; Jude 1:1; Hege-
sippus in Eusebius' Hist.~- III. 19, 20, 32. From 
him were descended those two grandsons, bishops or 
different ohurohes, who were presented to the emperor 
-Domitian as descendants of David and relations of Jesus. 
Hegesippus in Euseb. III. 19, 20, 32. 
c. Other sons and daughters unknown. Matt. 13:56; Mark 
6:3; l Cor. 9:5 • 
. 2. Children of ~osaph (?) trom the marriage with Mary: 
Jesus. 
3. Children of Clopas and cousins of Jesus, probably from 
the father's side, sinoe Olopas, according to Hegesippus, 
was a brother ot Joseph, and may ha~e married also a 
woman by the name or Mary (John 19:25). 
a. James the Little (.2 .)..ll ~eo's), so called to distinguish 
him from his older cousin of that name. Mentioned Matt. 
27:56; Mark 15:40; 16:l; Luke 24:10; otherwi~e unknown. 
b. Joses, Matt. 27:56; Mark 15:40, 47, but erroneously(?) 
numbered amoDg the brothers of Jesus: Matt. ~3:55; 
Mark 6:3; otherwise unknown. . 
o.- Symeon, the seoqnd bishop ot Jerusalem (Hegesippus in 
Eus. III. ll, 22, 32; IV. 5, 22) also erroneously(?) 
put among the brothers ot Jesus by Matt. 13:55; Mark 
6:3. 
d. Perhaps other sons and daughters unknown. 
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with James the son of Alphaeus. Lange says: 
The assumption is highly improbable that James, 
the son of Alphaeus, should in so short a time, have 
v~µished from the stage past all tracing, without 
being thought worthy ev§i to have his death noticed 
by Luke, the historian, and that there should sud-
denly have sprung up some non-apostolic Jam.es, who 
actually oooupied a prominent position among the 
Apostles. We are thus forced to maintain that it 
after the death ot the son of Zebedee, who was 
simply oalled James, there arose forthwith another 
James who went simply by that name, that James 
must have been the son or Alphaeus.25 
He quo·tes Il..&• IV, 22, to show that .Jam.es was a cousin 
of Jesus. Oonoerning this passage he writes: 
Hegesippus says that Simon the son of Cleophas 
succeeded James the Just as bishop, this one again . 
bei~ a descendant or the same uncle or the Lord 
( {hr OV o-uro{] referred to the next following O KJ'p I 05), 
and that all gave him this pr~fer~n/oe, as berng the 
second relative of the Lord (~vEy,os). -Cleophas, 
or what amounts to the same thing, Alphaeus (.2.!• 
Bretchne1der's Lexicon) was consequently our Lord's 
unole, James and Simeon (the same as Simon) his 
sons, James and Simon brothers, both the sons of 
Alphaeus, both cousins of the Lord, but the former, 
as appears from what bas gone before, igvered by 
the surname tthe brother or the Lord.' 
24. The argument trom silence is always dangerous. That 
is especially true in this case since there is no reason wby 
Aots should contain any references to James the son of Alphaeus. 
i"t'was not written to give us a complete historical account ot 
the early Church but rather to trace the spreading of the 
Gospel of Obrist from Jerusalem to Samaria and then to the ends 
of the earth. If that were not the case, how can we explain 
the tact that 'Luke., the hit:.torian,' permitted Joseph, Mary, 
and the great majority of the apostles to pass from the scene 
unnoticed? . 
25. J'.P. Lange and J'.J. Van oostersee, ~General.Epistle 
gl_ St. lames, p. 10. 
24. !J?!!•, p. 11. The meaning of this citation :trom 
Hegesippus has been widely disputed, however, its real ~ig-
nifioance will be discussed in the following ~hapter as part 
of the testimony of Hegesippus. 
But to continue tho ~rgument of Lange, he points out 
that aooording to Hegesippus (!!.!!.• III, 11) Alphaeus or Clopas, 
the father of Symeon the second bishop of .Terusalem, wao the 
brother of Joseph. "Henoe the sons of Alphaeus were at the 
most oousins of the Lord in the legal sense through their 
father Alphaeus and J'oseph the foster father of J'eaus, while 
the sons of Zebedee were in all events His cousins in the 
stricter sense, as sons of Salome, the sister of Mary the 
mother of J'esus.n27 Yet the former were called the Brethren 
of the Lord while the latter were not. The reason for this, 
so Lange claims, is very easy to find. Olopas died, and his 
family was 'adopted' by his brother J'oseph. Thus the cousins 
of J'esus came to be regarded as His brothers.28 
This theory or Lange hinges largely on the above-mentioned 
passage from Hegesippus (!!.!!.• IV, 22). Here also is its most 
vulnerable spot in the eyes of its critics. Thus Mc Gitfert 
says: "Heges1ppus plainly thinks of J'ames and o,f Simeon, as 
standing in different relations to- Christ, -- the former his 
brother, tlle latter his cousin, -- and therefore his testimony 
is against, rather than for Lange's bypothesis.n29 It this 
27. Ibid., P• 13 
28. Variations of this "adoption hypothesis" are found in 
praotioally all of the cousin theories. However, it is usual.ly 
the two sisters (?), Mary the mother of Jesus and Mary the 
wife of Clopas who ·unite their families attar the death ot 
their respective husbands. In this detail the hypothesis ot 
Lange varies. 
29. A.O. Mo Giffert, footnote to Book I Chap. XII, ot 
Eusebius' H.E., in the Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers, P• 99. 
Both M.ayor-;-J"ames, pp. viii r., and Lightfoot, gp_. oit., PP• 
2761'. also claim that this passage cannot be translated in 
the way that Lange translates it. 
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1s trua. as it certainly seol!18 to be• the entire hypothesis 
falls to the ground, and mu.st be abandoned.. Such will be 
demonstrated in the t"ollow1ng chapter;. in considering the 
ref'eJ:-anoai:; l.n Hegesippus. 
CHAPTER II 
THE PATRISTIC ~'VIDENOE 
Having briefly discussed the theories themselves, we 
oan go on to examine them historically. The tinal test must 
come on the basis ot the Scripture passages involved, but 
before those are taken up it will be worthwhile to look at 
l the patristic evidence as best as that can be done. Such 
an examination will shed light on the view or the early church 
fathers and should also help to determine the origin of some 
or these theories. 
Gospel !2_ l!!!, Hebrews 
Unfortunately there is very little literature extant 
from the post-apostolic age, and so there are also not many-
reterenoes to . the Brethren of the Lord from this time. How-
ever, there are several unoanonioal gospels composed in this 
early period which contain re~erences to the Lord's brethren. 
Perhaps the earliest of these is the Gospel ~~Hebrews.2 
1. Perhaps the most complete oolleotion ot this evidence 
is ·round in Lighttoot's excellent dissertation to which re-
peated reterenoe has been :made. 
2. "Clement ot Alexandria, Eusebius, and st. Epiphanius 
speak ot the •Gospel according to the Hebrews', which was 
the sole one in use among the Palestinian Judeo-Christians, 
otherwise known as the Nazarenes. Jerome translated it rrom 
the Aramaic into Greek. It was evidently very ancient, and 
22 
Lightfoot oalls it "one ot the earliest and most respectable 
of the apocryphal narratives,"3 and Zahn says that the Naza-
renes had it not later than 150.4 Some reel it was an Ara-
maic or Hebrew version of Matthew with which it was often 
oontused.5 
In a fragment of this gospel the story is told ot the 
appearance of the risen· Lord to His brother James. At the 
time or this appearance Jesus trees James trom the oath which 
he is represented as having taken to the effect that he would 
not eat bread "until he should see him risen again trom among 
them that sleep.116 This passage is of interest because it 
several of the above-mentioned writers associate it with st. 
Matthew's Gospe.1, whioh it- seems .to have replaced in the Jewish-
Christian community at an early date •••• The surviving 
speoimens lack the simplicity and dignity or the inspired 
writings; some even savour of the grotesque. we are warranted 
in saying that whi~e this extra-canonical material probably 
has as its starting point primitive tradition, it has been 
disfigured in the interest ot a .TUdaizing Ohuroh." -- George 
J'. Re1d, "The Apocrypha," in~ catholic En.oyolope<lia, Vol. 
I, p. 608. 
3. Light toot , 2J?.. 2.U_ •. , p • 274. 
4. Theodore Zahn, Introduction !2, ~ li!.!, Testament, Vol. 
II, P• 520. 
5. Q!• Montague Rhodes James, 12!!., ApooryPhal fil!!_ Testa-
ment, p. 3. 
6. The entire quotation, as it is preserved in Jerome's 
De Vir. Illustra. 2 1 reads as follows: "Now the Lord when he had~ven the linen cloth to the servant ot the priest, went 
unto James and appeared to him (tor James had sworn that he 
would not eat bread from that hour wherein he had drunk the· 
Lord's oup until he should see him risen trom among them that 
sleep) • " To this Jerome adds a 11 ttle turther on the words 
of Jesus to His brother: "'Bring ye, saith the Lord, a tabie 
and bread,' and immediately it is added, 'lie took bread and 
blessed and brake and gave it unto James the Just and said 
unto h·im: My brother, eat thy b.read, tor the Son of Han is 
risen from among them that sleep.''' -- Ibid.• P• 4. 
represents James as present at the Last Supper ("For Jamea 
had sworn that he would not eat bread trom that hour wherein 
he had drunk the Lord's cup untll he should see him risen 
again f'rom among thein that sleep.").7 It this quotation is 
exact and it it represents true traditions, it certainly 
speaks for an 1dent1f'ioat1on of' James the Lord's brother with 
the Apostle Jam.es. It would then favor the H1eronym1an (or 
Lange's) hypothesis. However, the historical. val.ue or aom.e 
of the details of this account have been seriously questioned, 
especially since this appearance is represented as being o~ 
of the first on Easter morning; contrary to the order of the 
Evangelists and Paul (l Cor. 15:5-8).8 There are those who 
7. Lightfoot quotes a part of this p~ssage differently: 
0 :h'or James had sworn that be wou,ld not eat bread from that 
hour in which the Lord had drunk the oup {biberat oalioem 
Dominus), till he saw him risen , tr~m the qead." Concerning 
this he says: "l have adopted t .he reading 'Dominus,' as the 
Greek translation has Kv'p,os, and it · .. ~:l,so suits ~he context 
.better; f'or the point or time which we should naturally ex-
pect is not the institution of' the Euoharist but ·the Lord's 
death. Our Lord had more thB.P,- onot? spoken ot His suf'feri.ngs 
u11der the image of d1•aining the oup (Matt. 20 :22;:23; 26f39-
42; Mark l.0:38-39; 14;:36; Luke 22:42); and He is represented 
as using this metaphor here." -- Lighttoot, 21?.• oit., P• 29-4. 
--This translation and the arguments advanced in-rfs defense 
are worthy .of note. I believe Lightfoot ean IDAke a fairly 
good case tor hi~ view. Yet he stands alone among the scholars 
I have ·read on this passage. zahn also follows the tr:ansla-
tion or James (quoted above) and says that this passage repre-
sents .lames as present at the La~t Supper. -- Zahn, Intro • 
.t2, 2 ~. Vol.. III• P.• 227, note 12. 
a. Zahn says: "Vlenn der Herr . das· Leiohentuah, in das sein 
Leiohnam gewiokelt war (Mt. 27:59; Mr. 15:46; Lo. 23:53), dem 
l{neoht eines .Priestera (des Hohenpriesters?) abergibt. und 
sich darauf sotort zu dk begibt, 80 warden wir ~rrenbar in 
die ersten Augenbl.ioke nach der Auterstehung versetzt, und 
Jk 1st der erste JUnger, dem der Auferatand~nde er~chienen 
1st. Indem dies dem unateohtbaren zeugnis des Paulus und 
believe nevertheless that the story ot the oath ot .Tames is 
true.. While doubting some ot the details, Zahn says conoern-
1ng the oath: "'!'here is no reason tor questioning its histo-
. g 
rioi t.y." I do not agree with Zahn here and . :reel we cannot 
use this excerpt tor much more than a oontirmation of the 
c'iaim that the James, ;re!'erred to by Paul in l Cor. 15:.7, is 
the Lord's brother. That this James is represented as being 
present at the Last Supper and being the first one to whom 
J·es-«.1s appears seems to be an attempt to glorify the 'patron 
saint• of the Judaiatio Christians.10 Thus I do not be11eve 
the value of this quotation in determining the general tra-
dition of this period is nearly so important as some woul.d 
claim it to be. 
Gospel 2! Peter 
Another very early unoanonioal gospel which oame into 
existence perhaps around the middle or the second century is 
. . 
aller kanon1schen flberlieterung widerspricht, erweiat es sioh 
ala eine zum Zweok der Verherrlichung dieses Jk ersonnene 
Diohtung." -- Theodore Zahn, Foraohupgen ,!!!!:. Gesohiohte !!!!_ 
neutestamentliohen Kanons, VI, p'. 2?8. · 
9. Zahn, Intro. 12. l!!!. ~' I, p. 110. 
10. ct. the words of Zahn in tootnote a. Light!'oot also 
mention-;-this as a possibility (if we read Domini instead or 
Dominus in this fragment). He says: "He may have assigned to 
him a sort or exceptional po·s1 tion such aa he holds in the 
Olementines, apart .trom and in some respects superior to the 
Twelve, and thus his presence at this ar1t10al time would be 
accounted tor." Furthermore, this seems probable, "since an 
appearance, which seems in real.ity to have been vouohsated 
to this James to win ~im over trom his unbelief, should be 
represented as a reward for his devotion.rt -- Lightfoot~ 21?.• 
~ •• p. 274. Thus Zahn (Forsohungen, VI, p. 278) also says: 
n1~s ware aber sehr unvors1cht1g, hieraus zu soblieszen, dasz 
die Naza-raer diesen Jk :f11r einen der 12 Apostel gehalten haben." 
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the Gospe~ ot Peter. Very little outside of the tew reter-
enoes to it in the early church fathers was known of this 
gospel. until. some tragme.nts of it together with other lost 
works were found in Upper Egypt in 1886 .. 12 Or'l" says: "The 
author knows and uses the Canonical Gospels, 1noluding john. 
but his narrative is largely independent, and departs freely 
from the reoeived tradition.»13 It is apparently a Gnostic 
document.14 Unfortunately the section which must have oon-
tained the reterenoe to the Brethren ot th~ Lord 1s not ex-
tant. However, Origen appeals to it together with the~-
evanselium. 2!_ .ram.es as the source of the view that the brethren 
were sons of Joseph from a former marriage. Thus. it no doubt 
de.tini tely favored the Ep1phan·1an ll,ypothes1s .• 
Protevangelium 2! James 
AD.other very early apocryphal gospel.--at l.east 1n its 
11_. Eusebius in H.E. VI, 12, mentions the tact that Sera-
pion, who was bishop o:r Antioch around 190 a.D., wrote against 
this gospel. It seems to have been in use tor some time when 
Serapion wrote his refutation ot its talse teachings. Thus 
Reid, 2P..~ .21!•, says: "Its ~ompas1t1on must be assigned to 
the first quarter or the middle or the second century of the 
Christian era." (p. 608) •. , 
12 • .Q!• J"ames Orr, "The New Testament Apocryphal Writings," 
p. xx, in lb!. Temple Bible • 
13. Ibid.,. p. xxi. . 
14. Ibid., There we read: .. The Gnostic stamp is al.rea~ 
apparent .in. such descriptions [as that of the Resurreotio~. 
But more direct evidence ot its origin in dooetic oiroles--
1.e., among those who held that Christ had but th~ semblanoe 
of a body--is ~ound in the statement that on the oroas .reaus 
was silent as one who felt no pain, and in His dying cry. 
'My Power, my Power, thou hast forsaken me.'" 
\ 
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original rorm--is the Protevapgeliwn 2!. James.15 This gospel, 
or its predecessor, was perhaps in use already by the middle 
of the second century. However, "the Gospel 1n its present 
form can hardly (notwithstanding Tischendort) be put earlier 
than the third oentury."16 Concerning its contents Reid says: 
"It is based on the canonical Gospels which it expands with 
legendary and imaginative elements, which are sometimes puerile 
and tantastio."17 Thus Lightfoot calls it "purely tictitious."18 
This gospel, like the several other apocryphal works 
which seem to have it as their source, pictures Joseph as an 
old man with sons of his own at the time of his marriage to 
19 Mary. However, the value of its testimony in discovering 
the true tradition at this time is not very great, not onl.y 
because of the erratic character ot the work but also because 
of the obvious purpose for which it was written, namely, to 
glorify Mary.20 It is natural that such a work would establish 
15. !!!!g_., p. xiv, where Orr says it is the "oldest ot 
the extant Apocryphal Gospels." 
16. Ibid. 
17. Reid 1 12.2_. .2!!. • 
18. Lightfoot, 2R.• ~., p. 275. _ 
19. The passages in question reaa as fol.J.ows: Chap. II: 
"And the priest said unto Joseph: Unto thee hath it tall.en 
to take the virgin of the Lord and keep her · ror thyself. And 
Joseph refused, saying: I have sons, and I am an old man, but 
she is a girl." --Chap. A'YII: "And Joseph said: I will. record 
my sons: but this child, what shall I do with her? How shall 
I record her? as my wife? nay, I am ashamed. Or as my 
daughter? but all the Chil.dren ot Israel know that she is 
not my daughter·." '!"-Chap. XVIII: ''And he found a cave there 
and brought her into it, and set his sons by her." --~uoted 
from James, g,p_. cit. 
20. James Orr,op. ill•, P• xv, says: "A prominent motive 
of the composer is obviously to exalt the virginity or Mary." 
2, 
a relationship between Jesus and His brethren whioh would 
preserve the virginity ot Mary. Therefore the taot that it 
follows the Epiphanian hypothesis shows that this explanation 
was lm.own at the time but does not necessarily give us any 
idea of the true tradition.21 
Gospel .2! Thomas 
One more apocryphal gospel, the Gospel 2!_ Thomas, is 
worthy or oomment. It is not quite as old as the above-
mentioned ones but does come trom the second halt· or the 
second century. It was written to fill in the ·silent years 
in the oanonioal Gospels and is no doubt the source of the 
several other childhood gospels which appeared later on.22 
This apocryphal book speaks of James as the son of Joseph23 
and so supports the Epiphanian hypothesis. However, this 
Along much the same line, 1. Hutchinson in an article on "The 
Apooryphal Gospels," in the International Standard Bible Ency-
clopedia, Vol. I, p . 198, says: ''In its· latest torms the docu-
ment indicates the obvious aim of the \Yriter to promote the 
sanctity and veneration of the Virgin." 
21. Even the Roman Church warns against using such apo-
cryphal mate~ial (or statements of the ohuroh fathers based 
on these books) in picturing Mary. See,!..!.&•, M.J'. Soheeben, 
Mariology, I, p. 43. There in a footnote~ says: "The con-
clusion may be drawn that no historical. value oan be ascribed 
to the facts related 1n these books, unl.ess those tacts are 
confirmed by trustworthy testimonies apart from the influence 
of the apocryphal.." · 
22 • Orr, SU1.. .fil. , p • xi , says : "The blank 1n the narra-
tive of the childhood and youth of Jesus was early tilled up 
w1 th an abundance of prodigies of the o:z;-udest and most pue-r-
1le kind. The parent of -this class of Gospels, or rather the 
earliest form of it, was the so-called Gospel of Thomas." 
23. In Chap. XVI we read: "And J'ose.ph senthis son J'ames 
to bind ruel and carry it into the house • .And the young child 
Jesus also -followed him." --Jam.es, 21!.• .2!!•• PP• 53t. 
story is found only in the Greek text "A" and is m1as1ng 1n 
the Greek text "B" and in the Latin text. That, together 
with the ~act that all three ot these texts are only late 
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o.atholio recasts, alao weakens the value or t ·his· work con-
siderably. 
Clementina 
Before passing over from the New Testament apocryphal 
gospels to the early church fathers, there 1s one more work 
among the apocryphal wri.tings which should be mentioned briefly, 
and that is the Clementina. These writings (the Clementine 
Homilies and the Reoognitio.ns) claim to oome from Clement of 
Rome, but were actually written at a much later time.25 Their 
purpose, as Lightfoot says, was ••to support a peculiar phase 
of Eb1onism. n26 
In the Homilies (XI, 25) James is spoken ot as the .one 
C ' > "\ ' who was "called the brother of the Lord," .(.£., AE 4 -fh,.s .J..O£Acpos 
" " 27 ~ \Zup1ov), an eXpression which Lightfoot says "has vari-
24 • Hut·ohinson, .212.. .ill_ •. , p. 199 • 
25. Uhlhorn s.ays: ·"It is impossible to assert the absolute 
priority or either the Homilies or the Recognitions, or to 
regard one as a working over or the other. Opinions as to 
the date of composition di.tter more widel.y than ever. Where 
there used to be practical unanimity 1n referring the w9rks 
to the second century, 170 or 180 at the latest, Harnack has 
said that they cannot go· :f'urther back than the first halt ot 
the third century. The importance or the Clementina tor early 
church history, asserted by Baur and Sohwegler, is now aban-
doned." -- G. Uhlhorn, -'l'he "Clementina," in the I!!!. Schatt-
Herzog Religious Encyclopedia, Vol. III, P• 143. 
26. Lightfoot., 2P.• .2!!.•, P• 276. 
27. The passage, in which Peter is the -reputed speaker, 
reads as follows: "Wherefore, above all, remember to shun 
apostle or teacher or prophet who does not first accurately 
ously been interpreted as favouring all three hypotheses, 
and 1El indeoisive in its.olt."28 However, the EJ>istle 2! 
Clement !E. James, which precedes the Homilies, begins thus: 
"Clement, to James, the lord,29 and bishop ot bishops, who 
rules .Jerusa.lem, the holy church ot the Hebrews., and the 
ohurches everyv,here excellently founded by the providence 
of God, ••• '' Lightfoot calls attention to the tact that 
here "James is styled not Apostle, but Bishop or Bishops, 
and seems to be distinguished trom and in some respects ex-
alted above the Twelve.n30 In the Beoogn1tio.ns a similar 
attitude is taken toward .Tames. From Book I it seems quite 
apparent that the author clearly distinguished between J'amas 
the son of Alphaeus and Jwnes the Bishop of .Jerusalem.31 
Thus the Clementina, since they make this distinction, speak 
compare his preaching with l!!!l2! .James, who was called the 
brother of' my Lord, and to whom was entrusted to administer 
the ohuroh of' the Hebrews in J'erusalem." --Quoted from the 
translation of A~o. Coxe, in the Ante-Nioene Fathers, VIII. 
28. Lightfoot, l.2.£.• ill•, w~ere nevertheless in a foot-
note he says: "The word ;;\e 4 9ets is most naturally taken, I 
think, to refer to the repute d brotherhood, as a consequence 
ot the reputed tatherhood of . .Joseph, and thus to favour the 
Epiphanian view." 
29. To this the following f~otnote is added by Coxe: "More 
probably 'the Lord's brother.' So it must have been in the 
text trora which Ruf1nus translated" (Coxe, 2£.• .2!!.•, P• 218). 
30. Lightfoot , !2.2.• .2!.t• 
31. In Chap. LIX, James the son ot Alphaeus 1s definitely 
mentioned nmong the disciples who disputed lVith a "certain 
Pharisee'' (not necessarily Caiaphas, as Lightfoot asserts, 
loo. cit.}. Yet in Chap . LXVI we read: "Now when we rthe 
Apostles] were come to our .J~e,r'. while we detailed to nim 
all thnt had been said and done Lin the dispute in which 
J'ames the son ot Alphaeus also took part] , we supped, and 
remained with him." 
against the H1eronym1an hypothesis and can be interpreted to 
favor either the Helvidiar1 or the Ep1phan1an view. HoV1ever, 
since both of them belong to thut type of apocrypha.l 11tera-
tu1·e whioh tried to raise J'ames to a pos1 tion of' honor above 
the Apostles, the distinction mad6 between him and the Apostles 
cannot be pressed too stronsly. Yet I believe there is some 
basis for saying that these words do speak against the Hiero-
nymian hypothesis. 
In looking over the references in the apocryphal litera-
ture, one must admit that it is divided to some extent and 
not at all reliable. '!'he Gospel !2. !!!.!_ Hebrews, if taken as 
it stands, definitely seems to favor the Hieronymian hypothe-
sis. However, its value must be seriously questioned. The 
Gospel 2!. Peter, the Protevangelium g!, J'ames, the Gospel 2,! 
Thomas, and several other unoanoniaal gospels definitely favor 
the Epiphanian hypothesis. However, one must again seriously 
question the testimony or these early writings, sinoe some of 
the MSS were changed in later decades and others were obvi-
ously written to exal.t the virginity ot Mary • .B'inally, the 
01ement1na seem to speak against the Hieronym1an view, but 
also are not too reliable be·oause of the purpose tor which they 
were written. This apooryphal literature does show, however, 
that the Epiphanian hypothesis oan be traced baok to at least 
150 A.D., and that it is therefore a very old tradition. 
Nevertheless this does not give us the answer to the problem, 
since the tradition is tound 1n apocryphal literature of such 
a questionable nature. 
31. 
Hegesippus 
Outside of the apocryphal references to the Brethren 
of the Lord the first writer to touch on this subject is 
Hegesippus, a Jewish-Christian, who lived in Palestine around 
the .middle of the second century. Unfortunately very 11 ttle 
is known about him, his life, work, or the exact time when 
he was aotive.32 We must rely almost entirely on the quota-
tions by Eusebius from his HYpomnemata33 tor our information 
concerning him. Among these quotations there are some which 
have a bearing on this subject and which must be discussed,34 
especially since they are the earliest references outside of 
the apocryphal litera ture. They are all taken from Eusebius' 
32. On the basis ot !LI.•, IV, 22, 1-3, it has been deter-
mined that Hegesippus wrote his work during the time that 
Eleutherus was bishop of Rome (174-189). See Zahn, Forsohungen~ 
p. 250. 
33. WeizsHcker says: "Eusebiua quotes him frequently as 
a witness or the true faith, and always from one work, known as 
the Upomnemata, and composed of five books, written at dif-
ferent times and fused into unity in the course or their 
development. A careful examination of what Eusebius tells 
of it and what he quotes f'rom it leads to the conclusion that 
it was not a history in any strict sense or the word, but 
rather a historical apology, purporting to contain a true 
account of the traditions received from the apostles •••• 
What he tells of his own time has historical value in the 
strict sense; his relation to earlier events has conditional 
value as a sometimes obscure tradition, but substuntive im-
portance as reflecting the ideas entertained about that period 
in the middle of the second century." -- o. Weizslcker, "He-
gesippus," in the !f!!. Sohaf'f-Herzog Encyclopedia 2!_Rel1g1ous 
Knowledge, Samuel Macauley Jackson ed., Vol. V, PP• 20lt. 
34. I am indebted to Zahn tor the complete list or these 
quotations. In his Forschungen, Vol. VI, PP• 226-281, he has 
a thorough discussion of' Hegesippus in connection with this 
problem. This is the best ool.lection of these passages that 
I know. 
32 
Ecclesiastical History. 
The first of these (H.E., II, 23, 3-1~) is a long quota-
tion which deals with the death ot James. It begins thus: 
"The charge of the Church passed to Jam.ea the brother of the 
Lord, together with the Apostles.35 He was called the 'Just• 
by all man from the Lord's time to ours, since many are called 
.James, but he was holy from his mother's womb.n36 
In this passage Heges1ppus seems to distinguish Jam.es 
from the Apostles. The modifying phrase •the brother of the 
Lord' is put in direct apposition with James. The limiting 
phrase 'who was called,' which is found in several of these 
early references, is lacking in this case, but no significance 
oan be attached to this because ot the following words in 
the sentence.37 
It is, however, interesting to note that one reason 
why the title 'the Just' was used, was to distinguish him 
from others with the same name, •since many are called James." 
This is inconclusive in itself, though one might argue trom 
' :, .1, 35. To this .ME. rd.. T~ v o..1T"o a-ro"wv A .c. M.oGiftert remarks: 
"' t'li th the apostiei'T; as'Rutinus rightly translates, cum 
apostolis. Jerome, on the contrary, reads post apostolos,/ 
'after the apostles,• as if the Greek were ~ -r-o~s a.,ro1no -
~ovs. This statement .of Hegesippus is correct. James was 
a leader of the Jerusalem church, 1n company with Peter and 
John, as we see trom Gal. 2:9," --A.O. MoGitrert, "The Church 
History or Eusebius," in the Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers 
ot the Christian Churoh, Henry \face arid' Pb1l1p Schatf eels., 
seaonci series·, Vol I, P• 125, note 8. 
36. The translation or se~tions of Eusebius, unless other-
wise indicated, are the work of Kirsopp Lake, in the~ 
Classical Librarz,,E.CC~pps, !isl' eds. 
37. g 5011oµo.6"th1s 111To rro-vrwv 11(.d.,IOS. 
- -
it that he was distinct from .the Apostles, espeoially when it 
is viewed in the light ot the first section ot this quotation. 
The following part of this seotion, though it speaks ot the 
death of James, adds nothing to .the problem under considera-
tion. The only sign1fioanoe which it might have would be to 
cause one to question the value ot the entire passage because 
of the obvious apocryphal character of these last .words.38 
The next fragment continues, as it were, the thought of 
the preceding one. In IL!.• III, ll, l, we read: 
After the martyrdom of James and the capture ot 
Jerusalem which imm.ecliately followed, the story goes 
that those of the Apostles and of the disciples of 
the Lord who were still alive came together with 
those who were, humanly speaking, of the family of 
the Lord, for many or them were still al.ive, and 
they all took counsel together as to whom they ought 
to adjudge worthy to succeed James, and all unanimously 
decided that Simeon, the son of Olopas, whom the 
Scripture of the Gospels also mentions, was worthy 
or the throne of the diocese there. He was, so it 
was said, a oousin ot the Saviour, tor Heges1p§3s 
related that Clopas was the brother of Joseph. 
38. "It is manifestly legendary, and possibly comes from 
Essene Ebionites, who appear to have been fond or religious 
romances. It is sometimes aooepted as historical, as by 
Clement in the passage just quoted; but its internal improba-
bilities and its divergencies from Josephus condemn it." --
Plummer, .Tames ~ ~. pp. 36f. 
39. There is some doubt as to whether this passage is 
really a f i~gment of Hegesippus or not. Zahn seems to teel 
that the informatiol\._ oame trom other sources also. He says: 
"Da Eus. den He§• aqprUaklich nur tllr eine ergln.zende Be-
merkung als Gewahrsmann anftlhrt, kann nioht dieser allein die 
e.1nzige Quelle sei.n." --Forschungen, P• 238. Yet he teels that 
the indireot origin ot this quotation is Hegesippus (!!!!!•> 
On the same subJe~t Lawlor says: "All the statements in these 
chapters [ii & l2J are 1n th~ oratio obliqua, and depend on 
'it is recorded' (~6(05 ~~TEXEt, 1mpl.y1ng a document), or on 
'Heges1ppus relates.• It is in tact probable that these two 
There are two thing~ to be noted in this passage. Ac-
cording to Hegesippus three classes participated in the 
election or a successor to j~s: t~e Apostles, the disciples, 
and those or the t'amily of the Lord. 40 In this J.ast group 
I 
the word r~vovs 1s in itself indecisive. It ean reter to a 
wider reiationship as wel~ as ~o an immediate one, though one 
I 
might have expected O-'UJ'J'E..ve.1~5 if the t'ormer was meant. However, 
it is always dangerous t .o argue a.bout what word the writer 
should have used. It sheuld be noted in connection with this 
phrase, though, that Heges1ppus once more seoms to separate 
the Apostles, and even the wider circle of the disciples, trom 
the relatives of the Lord. 
The other point worthy or note in this quotation is the 
rel~tion or Simeon, the second bishop, to Xesus. "He was, so 
it was said,. a cousin of the Saviour, tor Hegesippus relates 
that Clopas was the brother of J'oseph.·" 
.) / 
Here the. word a..v€;p 10.s 
is used to fix his relation to the Lord definitely. No where 
is he called a 'brother' ot the Lord as are jam.es and rude 
by Hegesippus.41 Thus there is no reason on the basis ot this 
phruses are identical in meaning. If so, the whole passage 
is derived from the Memoirs of Hegesippus." --Hugh Jackson 
Lawlor, in Euseb1us, ~ Eooleaiastical History and the Mt19-
tyrs of Pa1estine. II, pp. 84f' •. TheJ;e he also states"'iha 
the reason tor this conclusion is the result of' a comparison 
of the various quotations from Hogesippus w1·th this one. It 
might also be added · tbat th~ content of this section fits in 
well with the aim of hia work: to show the unity of' the Church 
(.2.( • ..H--.E-. IV t 22, 1)..... 1 , / "' / 40. ~ck~ TTfOS (E.VO:VS ~ o-o.pt<o.. ~ t<vp1ov. 
41. see H.E. III, 32, 5-6; IV, 22, 4, below tor a further 
discussion. -
passage tor identifying him with Simon, mentioned among the 
Brethren ot the Lord 1n Mk. 6:3. Finally, the phrase, nue 
(I I 
was, so it was said(~~~), a oousin of the Lord,n 
causes some difficulty.. · It doe a not neoesaarily express 
doubt oonoerning bis relationship. It may be simply a phrase 
used t o show that Simeon was known as a oou61n ot _the Lord. 
Then the word 'cousin' would become a title. That would ex-
plain the somewhat strange way in which the phrase is intro-
duced. There is also the possibility that Hegesippus was oon-
aoious of the virgin birth and so used this phrase to make it 
clear that the line of relationship whioh passed through Joseph 
was no more than a legal one. 
In!!.:.!• III, 20, Eusebius tells the story of the perse-
cution or the grandsons or Jude by Domitian. They were sum-
moned before him but were released because he saw that they 
were only poor farmers and no threat to his government. Thia 
section begins with the words: naegesippus relates exactly as 
follows: 'Now there stlll survived or the family or the Lord 
grandsons ot Judas, who was said to have been his brother 
aoooraing to the t"lesh. ' "42 liere Jude (like James in IL!!.• 
II, 23, 4, above) is mentioned as one ot the tamil.y or the 
Lord and is speo11'1oally oalled a 'brother or the Lord.' 
This passage is also inoonolusive in determinillg the 
attitude of Heg_esippus toward this problem. 'fhe limiting 
phrase, "who was said to have been his brother aooording to 
C ' C" 
'U I c.J VO l ~ 0 VO<,(, 
the flesh," a variation or which is used by other writers ot 
the early Church, causes some d1triculty. Lightfoot finds in 
it support for the Epiphanian hypothesis,43 though I do not 
believe his line of argument oan be pressed too strongly. The 
explanations mentioned in conneotion with the similar phrase 
used to introduce Sirll:lon in Ii:!• III, 11, l, above, could al.so 
be used here. I do not believe therefore that any inference 
can be drawn safely from this passage as to the relation ot 
the brethren to jesus. 
In~. III, 32, 5-6, the grandsons of Jude are again 
mentioned as is also Sim.eon the son of Clopas.44 This section 
continues the story of the "grandsons of one of the so-called 
c / :, , C ' brethren or the Saviour named J'udas" ( €TE.P0"11S d.Trorovovs ~ 
~ / , r ~ ~ ~ <f}Ef'Ofa'i.VCIJV cJ..oe.)..cpevv ~ o-wT:,pos) and of the "son of the Lord's 
uncle Ci, fK ih.i"o-v ~ Kvpi'ov], the aforesaid Simon, the son of 
Clopas," and shows how they were martyred under Trajan. In this 
account Hegesippus in no way intimates that J'Ude and Simon 
43. He says, 21?..• .2.!i•, p. 277: "In this passage the word 
'called' seems to me to point to the Epiphanian rather than 
the Helvidian view, the brotherhood of these brethren like 
the fatherhood of joseph, being reputed but not real.n 
44. The passage reads as follows: "The same ,,ri ter says 
that other grandsons of one ot the so-ca1led brethren ot the 
Saviour named judas survived to the same reign atter they had 
given in the time of Domitian the testimony already recorded 
of them in behalf or the faith in Christ. He writes thus: 
'They came· therefore and presided over every church as witnes-
ees belonging to the Lord's family, and when there was complete 
peace 1n every church they survived until the reign ot the 
Emperor Trajan, until the time when the son of the Lord's uncle, 
the aforesaid Simon the son of Olopas, was similarly accused 
by the sects on the same charge before Attious the Consular." 
the l~tter a ££_Usin of Jesus. This a _g:ain 
- s~erns to indicate 
The former is 
one of the B 
- rethren of t.,he Lord; 
were brothers. 
that Hegesippus considered this s 
imeon to be outside the circle 
of the Brethren of the Lord. 
There is yet one more fra.i,:rnent f 
-
0 Hegesippus which deals 
with this matter. It is h per aps the most important of all and 
is certainly the most widely _referred to passage. In H.E. IV, 
22, 4, we read: '' And after James the Just hqd suffered martyr-
dom, as had also the Lord, on the sRme account •• 
• again 
• the son of His [ or his] uncle, Symeon, the son of Clopas, 
wa s appo::.-~1ted bishop; whom all put forward, being a cousin 
of the Lord, as the second[bishopJ • • • For this reason 
thay used to call the church a virgin: for she had not yet 
been corrupted by va i n teach.!.ne:;s. 11 45 
This passage hqs been translRtod and thus interpreted 
. . 
in several different ways. The difficulty lies in the proper 
trans lation of two words: 1_1JJ,v and .£cU-rcf~../. The supporters 
of the H:!.'3ro!'lymian hypothesis have rendered both words v:ith 
1 another.' Thus the passage would mean that II another son of 
His uncle, Symeon, the son of Clopas, was appoi~tect bishop; 
whom all put forward because he was another cousin of the Lord. 11 46 
45. This translation is not that of Lake. I have used the 
one of J.E. Oulton instead (Lawlor and Oulton, on. cit.) since 
I do not agree with the interpretation of Lake In this instance1 T'he Gree}.! rea,ds c as /ollo]"s~ K.'l't_ 
1
)({"f~
1
-,b ,µ -(u '"'ro<( 'k~1<u/..8~,i1(J~ -
d(xa<t§ Y <'.).s ~ a X.vf10~1 t111 ~o111r,t ~.J!l!:.JJ:l ll5. ~ ~P_uv 
tllM,t. ,7 Q fiJl 15.it.iJI&. __ju_f:-,~$1l tztr<r(o?[os~ ·J t) ,/ ',~S 
C v'"B ~~vE f.P /oV ·(o'i:)_ Kvf._{Qrd dl U'ff-fo'I. 4. See Lightfoot, .Q.E.• cit., p. 277, note 2. 
Then James and Simon would be brothers, both sons of Clopas 
and cousins of the Lord. This would mean that one of the 
so-called Brethren of the Lord would actually be His cousin, 
and so the way would be open for the Hieronymian hypothesis. 
I The other possible way of construing4f.V1C:fovis to 
J / 
supply l7!/<:r)(o77ov ( "was elected second bishop"}. From the 
point of view of Greek both constructions are possible. In 
both instances dt6-rt fovstands at the end of the sentence for 
emphasis and can be construed in either way . However, Mayor 
has called attention to two somewhat parallel passages in 
Eusebius47 in both of which cfcUTEfo v is used to signify the 
ep iscopal succession.48 These citations definitely g ive weight 
.> I / 49 to the interpretation which ·would supply t-rrrcrKolfo{with c([. uT[fov. 
) 
47. In H.E . III, 22, we read: "Moreover, at the time men-
tioned, I gnatius was famous as the second at Antioch where 
Envod ius had been the first. Likewise at this time, Simeon 
was s e cond[dt-J-rcfo.sJafter the brother of our Savj_our to 
hold the ministry of t he church in Jerusalem." Again in I-I. E. 
III, 32, 1, Eusebius says: "We have leaPned that in it S:--
certain persecution Symeon, the son of Clopas, whom we showed 
to have been the second GE 6 ,c fo VJ bishop of the church at 
Jerusalem, ended his lifi in martyrdom. The witness for this 
is the same Heges ippus, • • •• 11 4e. iv1ayor, James, p. ix. 
1 49. Zahn centers the argument concerning the meaning of d_cil~ fo ~ around ~YJ"LoV in the first part of the sentence. He 
says : 4 Die Beziehung des frag lichen ~<fnivauf Jk ist aber 
nicht nur sachlich m8glich, sondern stilistisch geboton; denn 
des Herrn ist nur in einer oeila~figen Erinnerung an die fr~her 
berichtete Veranlassung des Martyriums des Jk gedach~, Jk da-
gegen, 1st das Subjekt der Hauptaussage" (Forschungen VI, p. 
236}. Such an interpretat i on would immediately make it impos-
sible to consider S:imeon ar,ct James brothers nnd woul9 necess t -
tate the translat ion of dc:VTEfo v'with a supp).ied [ 1/7(]""/<o1[ol. 
However, the t-d>-cov can also refer back to K!)f;o..s, though Zah."'1 1 s 
conclusion seems the more natural (see~-, Lightfoot, loc. 
cit., where he admits that either i nterpretation is possible. 
The other difficulty centers around the translation ot 
/_ 
Tf c:A.AI v' 
• 
---
As was mentioned above, some woUld translate 1 t 1n 
the sense or 'another,' a Tery improbable translation for this 
; 
word. The heart ot the sentence is -rr.i>i1v • • • ~VAi.~v • • • 
/_ 
J,l.c:1..-9 ,~,-°''°'' • Thus 1 t was Simeon who was elected. The state~ 
ment that he was a son of james' (or Jesus') paternal uncle 
is merely a subordinate modifier. Zahn is eorrect when he 
;I 
says that if rr<1.)1..1v be taken in 1 ts natural sense we get the 
nonsense that Simeon was elected a seoond time.50 However, 
/ 
his solution, in which he takes the 1Td..Alv simply as a connec-
tive between two similar ideas {both bishops were related to 
the Lord), is ulso unsatisfactory.51 Lightfoot•s translation, 
"His paternal uncle's child SymeGn the son of Clopas is next 
[,r.;x111J made bishop" is, I believe, a conjecture. He gives 
I 
no parallel for suoh a use or 1T~~1v, and I was unable to find 
one. Another conjeotlll!e ~hich I have found in none of the 
references to this word but wh1oh would make nense is to take 
/ 
1T<:J.>..1v as marking an interval of time. Zahn mentions the taot 
that Simeon was elected perhap~ first after the restoration 
52 of the church in jerusalem. That would mean several years 
elapsed between the death of J6l118s and the election of his 
suooessor. This would explain the use of some such expression 
to denote. the lapse of time• though I can find no paral.lel tor 
50. Zahn, Forschungen VI, P• 236. 
51. Ibid. 
52. Ibid., P• 363. 
-
40 
/ 
this usnge or 1T<J.) .. 1v. 
Eerhaps the best explanation ot all or this difficulty 
is that of Lawlor. Re says; 
It appears that this passage has been badly ha~dled 
in the process of transcription, and that much or it 
has been omitted of set purpose. But see ijort, Jud. 
Christ., P• 170f'. (1) A.f'ter the word "the sa.me account" 
there may have been some such olause as "and Jerusa-
iem. had been taken.~ See the paraphrase in 111. 11. 
If so, this was prob~bly o~tted lf? incuriam. (2) 
The word ''again" ( "ff"d.A/v) causes d ioiilty. In the 
· text as printed it is naturally connected with "was 
apoo1nted'' ( Kd:9l6'ro.rt/o.l): · "Symeon was again appointed." 
! n1s is obviously impossible, and other explanations 
(such as offered by Lightfoot, Gal., p. 276t. and 
Zahn, Forsch. vi. 237) are unsatisfactory (see Euseb., 
p. l8f.). It is best to suppose that Eusebius marked 
a clause or two for omiasion, and that the transcriber, 
mistaking the marks, wrote a word whioh be was instruc-
ted to omit. Similar mistakes are made in 11. 17. l7i 
iv. a. 2. The omitted passage (see 111. ll) stated 
that t he eleotors,assembled at Jerusalem, and probably 
,' C > -., began, 7fd.f,.lV 6'tJV~e;(OVTd-l .£.!_ cHf"06"roi\01 ~-: "the 
apostles (and others) again assembled" etc. (3) After 
"a cousin of the Lord" there seems to be another 
lacuna, the justification of that phrase as applied 
to Symeon (111. 11) having been passed over. (4) we 
!'incl a difficulty 1n the phrase "For this reason .. " 
For what reason? No answer (12.aoehZahn, ~.) is 
forthcoming in the context as we ave 1 t here. But 
iii. 32. 7f. (see notes there) 1s partly based on 
the clause, "For this reason they usea to call the 
church a virgin," and it tel.ls us what we want to 
know. The ohuroh was called a virgin because it 
was free · from overt heresy. It a sentence is in-
serted to the effect that there was no public teach-
ing of false doctrine~ the whole extract becomes 
intelligible. If' it be asked why Eusabius deliber-
ately passed over so much ot the passage which lay 
before him, the answer 1a plain. He doubtless de-
sired to avoid needless repetition. At all events 
his interest at this point is not in the appoint-
ment of Symeon 1tselt, but the rise ot heresy at jerusalem (op. par. 2) ot which it was the occasion. 
Accordingly he omits eventhing wh1oh does not bear 
direotly 011 that subject.~3 
53. Lawlor and OUlton, 2E.• 2!.i•, II, P• 142. 
Such an approaoh to this passage would give a satisfactory 
explanation tor this fragment, especially tor the ditticulty 
/ 
involved in the translation ot TrdA1v. 
No matter what course one follows, there is one thing 
which seems to be definite from this passage. Hegesippus 
distinguishes between the relation of James and that or Simeon 
to Jesus. In his eyes they are not brothers. Also all the 
other passages of his which have been quoted, while they are 
inoonolusive as to the exact relationship, do testify against 
this cornerstone in the Hieronymian hypothesis.54 I agree 
with Lightfoot when he says: 
To this rendering the presence of t~e definite 
article alone seems fatal { o l1< Tov -fh.1011 not E'rt.pos 
~ £1{ ~ 11dov); but indeedthew'hole passage 
appears to be framed so as to distinguish the rela-
tionships of the two persons; whereas, had the author's 
object been to represent Symeon as a brother of 
James, no more circuitous mode could well have been 
devis!d for the purpose of stating so very simple a 
fact. 
Tertullian 
Around the close of the second century we tind references 
again to this problem in the writings of Tertullian.56 Appar-
ently Helvidius had appealed to his writings in support of his 
· 54. With it also falls one ot the chief arguments or Lange. 
This is the vulnerable spot in his hypothesis, which was 
referred to above in Chap. I. 
55. Lightfoot, loo • .2!1• 
56. D.S. Sohaff--rI°n the New Sohatf-Herzog Religious Eno~-
olopedia, XI, p. 305) calls him: nThe first great writer o 
Latin Christianity and one or the grandest and original char-
acters of the ancient Church." Be was born about 150 or 160 
at Carthage and lived to 220 or 240. 
view, for Jerome brushes aside this authority with the words: 
"Of Tertull1an I say no more than that he did not belong to 
the Church. n 57 
The first section of Tertull.ian which is worthy of note 
in connection with this problem is found in one of his polemic 
works. The followers ot Maroion had apparently quoted Jesus' 
V1ords, "Who are my mother and my brothers?" to show that Jesus 
Himself claimed that He was not born. In discussing this mis-
applied passage Tertullian says, "We, tor our part, say in 
reply, tirst, that it could not possibly have been told Bim 
that His mother and His brethren stood without, desiring to 
I 
see Him, if He had had no mother and no brethren.n58 
In another place he argues against the Marc1onite Appelles 
on the basis of the same Scripture text (Matt. 12:48). He 
says: 
First o.f all, nobody would have told Him that His 
mother and His brethren were standing outside. if he 
were not certain that He had a mother and brethren, 
and that they were the very persons whom be was then 
announcing, •••• Besides, if He had to be tempted 
about His birth, this of course was not the proper 
way of doing it, --by announcing those persons who, 
even on the supposit~on ot His birth might possibly 
not have been in existence. We have all been born, 
and yet not allot us have not either brothers or 
57. Jerome, 2£• .fil•, Chap. 19. Around the middle ot his 
lite Tertullian left the Cathol1o Church and beoame one ot the 
outstanding leaders .of .Montanism, and thus Jerome refuses to 
consider his testimony. 
58. Adv. Maro. IV• 19.. . The quotations ot Tertullian are 
taken trOD1theAnte-Nioene Fathers, A. Roberts & J. Donaldson 
eds., III. The Latin original ma.y be found in Mayor, ~ames, 
pp. ix t. I am indebted to him tor the 11st or pertinent pas-
sages in Tertull·ian. 
.mother" (12!, Carne Ohr1st1, 7). 
59 These passages from Tertul11an and the argument he 
develops in them against the Marcionites definitely seem to 
indioate that he considered the Brethren of the Lord to be 
His real brothers. At least in no way does he indicate that 
they were anything else. In fact, his whole argument would 
be senseless without the premise that he was speaking of 
brothers in the real sense. 'l'hus Lightfoot, though he per-
sonally favors the Epiphanian b.Y.Pothesis, says: "It is there-
fore highly probable that he held the Helvidian view. Such 
an admission from one who was so atrenuous an advocate of 
asceticism is worthy of not1ce.n 60 
One more point should be mentioned in connection with 
the ~r1t1ngs of Tertullian. Mayor has pointed out that these 
quotations "do not betray acy consciousness that he is contro-
verting an established tradition in favour of the perpetual. 
v1rgin1ty.n61 While it 1s dangerous to draw any general: con-
clusion for his .age .on the basis ot these quotations alone, 
it does seem as though Tertullian felt that it was not at all 
out ot the ordinary not to accept the perpetual virginity or 
Mary. This -is particularly noteworthy when considered in the 
59. There are other .passages which do not mention the Breth-
ren or the Lord speoifioally but which seem to indicate that Mary 
ceased to be a virgin after the birth ot Jesus. ct. R!. Konogamia, 
8 ; De • Virg. !!!. • , 6; Y!_ carne Chr1 s ti , 23. See a'I'so Ligh tf'oo_t, 
.2.E.• cit., p. 279 and Mayor, Jame-s, x, tor an evaluation ot these 
passages. 
60. Lightfoot, !ru?... ill.• 
. 61. Mayor, ~· _q!l. 
light ot the apocryphal gospels wh1oh were in circulation at 
his time (,2!. above) .. One might well argue that the Ep1pha-
n;an. hypothesis, contained so olearly in these apocryphal 
gospels (and a natural corollary to the perpetual virginity), 
was a separate strain from the established tradition at this 
time. However, it must be admitted that one has to be very 
care f'ul in drawing any oonolusions on such o1rcums.tantial 
evidence. 
Clement of Alexandria 
----- -------
A contemporary ot Tertullian in the East was Clement ot 
6') Alexandria. Q There are two passages cited trom him which 
touch on this subject but are not at all clear. One ot these 
1s in !l.!!.• II, l. There Eusebius describes the course pursued 
by the Apostles after the Ascension of Jesus. The first part 
of this description (Eusebius' own words) definitely favors 
the Epiphanian hypothesis. This section then goes on as follows: 
Clement in the sixth book ot the B}'potyposes adduces 
the following: "Foz·," he says, "Peter ana James and john after the Asoension or the Saviour did not strug-
gle for .glory, because they ~ad previously been given 
honour by the Saviour, but chose James the Just as 
bishop ot jerusalem." The same writer in the seventh 
book of the same work says in addition this about him, 
"After the Resurrection the .Lord gave the tra,dition 
ot knowledge to jam.es the Just and john. and Pet.er, 
these gave it to the other Apostles and the .other 
Apostles to the Seventy, of whom Barnabas al.so was 
one. Now there were two jameses, one jam.es the J'ust, 
who was thrown down f'rom the pinnacle of the temple 
62. ·He is known as the suooessor of Pantaenus and teacher 
ot Origen in the famous cateohet1oal school in A1exandr1a. 
The dates of his life are uncertain, but he was no do\1.bt born 
around 150 or 160 and died between 211 and 216. 
and beaten to death with a f'Ul.l.er•s olub. and the 
other he who was beheaded. 
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The James mentioned together with Peter and John in the 
beginning of this quotation is quite obviously the son ot 
Zebedee and brother of John. He 1s definitely distinguished 
from James the Just. It is the last sentence of this quota-
tion, however, that oauses trouble. What does Clement mean 
when he says, "Now there were two James"? Some would argue 
that he meant that there were only two Jam.eses (of any import-
ance) in the Apostolic Church and that James the Just must 
therefore be identified with the Apostle James the son ot 
Alphaeus. Lightfoot objects to this. He says: "This passage 
however proves nothing. Clement says there were two of tbe 
name or James, but he neither states nor implies that there 
were two only. His sole obJeot was to distinguish the son ot 
Zebedee from the Lord's brother; and the son of Alphaeus, ot 
whom he knew nothing and could tell nothing, did not oc·our to 
his mind when he penned this sentenae."63 
Vlh1le I am inclined to agree with Lightfoot when he says 
that this quotation from Clement proves nothing, I teel that 
he has gone too far. It is impossible to say definitely wha't 
someone else had in his mind I and to say that 1•the son ot 
Alphaeus, of whom he knew no thins and oould tell mthing, did 
not occur to his mind when he penned this sentenoe, 11 is wry 
dangerous. That is espe·o1ally the c~se since we know that 
63. Lighttoot, ~· ~., PP• 280t. 
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Clement of Alexandria was not only well-versed in Greek philo-
sophy but also 1n Scripture. If this passage stood alone, 
one certainly would have the right to interpret it as saying 
that there were only two J'ameses (the son ot Zebedee and the 
J'ust, who then must have been the son ot Alphaeus and one ot 
the Twelve). However, besides this statement of Clement there 
is the one of Hegesippus where he says that the Lord's brother 
was oalled the J"ust, "since many are called J'ames.n64 These two 
reports, then, seem to be at variance with one another, unless 
we see in the words of Clement simply a distinction between 
J'ames the son of Zebedee and James the Just. Such an inter-
pretation does seem possible on the basis of the passages them-
selves. If it is not oorrect, then Clement of Alexandria and 
Hegesippus simply do not agree. 
There is another quotation from Clement of A1exandria, 
however, which plays into this discussion. l:~ is a passage 
of the HYpotyPoses which has been preserved in a Latin trans-
lation by Oassiodorus. Lightfoot has translated this passage 
as follows: 
Jude, who wrote the Catholic Epis~le, being one 
or the sons of J'oseph and [the Lord'sJ brother, a 
man of deep piety, though he was aware ot his rela-
tionship to the Lord, nevertheless did not say that 
he was His brother; but what did he say? ~ ~ 
servant g!, Jesus Christ, because He was his Lord, 
64. see H.E. II, 23, 3, above. In connection with this 
name it should be remembered that the J"ews, too, had certain 
favorite ones even as we have. 'l'he names or their Patriarchs, 
ot course, were used very commonly. Thus it is only natural 
that many of. the early Christians, including several leaders, 
shoul.d have the name of the Jews' great patriarch, Jacob. 
~ brother of James; for this is true; he was his 
brother, being Jpseph' s son (ed. Potter,. p. 1007) • 
It is quite obvious from these words that Clement here puts 
forward the Epiphan1an hypothesis. This must be considered 
in evaluating the above diffio\llt citation, though Lightfoot 
also mentions that "in a writer so uncritical in his historical 
notices such contradiction would not be surprising."66 I am 
inclined, however, to agre.e with Lightfoot when he claims 
Clement as a supporter of the Epiphanian hypothesis. 
Origen 
The successor or Clement in the Catechetiaal School of 
·Alexandria was Origen (.2,. 185-g_. 254). 67 It is quite definite 
that he espoused the Ep1pban1an hypothesis~ ~aving taken it 
over, perhaps, from Clement~ his predecessor. In his commen-
tary on Jn. 2:12, he says definitely that the Brethren ot the 
Lord were sons of Joseph from a former wite.68 Further.more, 
commenting on Matt. l3:55f •. , be says: 
They thought,. then, that He was the son of Joseph 
and Mary. But some say, basing it on a tradition in 
the Gospe·1 according to ·petEir, as it is entit.led, or 
"The Book ot James," that the brethren ot Jesus were 
sons or Joseph by a former wife, whom he married be-
fore Mary.. Now those who say so wish to preserve the 
65. Lightfoot, 2lt• ill.•, p. 279_, which see tor a further 
discussion of this passage~ 
66. Ibid.. There Lighttoot mentions instances of Clement' a 
unori~ioal historical notices. . 
6-7. A .• Harnack calls him "the most distinguished and most 
influential theologian of the ancient church, with the possi-
ble exoeption ·of Augustine." --A. Harnack, "Origen," in the 
Encyclopaedia Britannica, 16th ed., XVI, P• 900. 
68. Lightfoot, ~ .. ill.•, p,. 283.. There he quotes the 
passage in Greek from Catena Corder • . , P• '15. 
honour of Mary in virginity to the end, so that 
that body or hers whioh was appointed to minister 
to the Word which said, ~The Holy Ghost shall come 
upon thee, and the power of the Most High shall 
overshadow thee," might not kn.ow 1nteroou~se .w1th 
a man after that the Holy Ghost oame into her and 
the power from on high overshadowed her.69 
This statement of Origen is very interesting. It shows, 
first of all, that the Epiphanian hypothesis was not unani-
mously aooepted ("some aayn). It shows further the souroe 
of this hypothesis in the thinking ot those who held it. It 
was based on a tradition found in ·the Gospel according !2_Peter 
and the Protevanselium jaoobi. Since the trustworthiness ot 
these gospels has been seriously questioned,70 one must say 
that both Origen and those whom he includes in this statement 
had built their view upon a very insecure foundation. It is 
also to be noted that the reason why some adopted this view 
in his day was to preserve the perpetual virginity of Mary 
inviolate. 71 
69. The transiation is that of john Patrick in the Ante-
Nicene Fathers, Allan Menzies ed.• IX, .. ·P• 424. 
70. See !he discussion of these apocryphal gospels above. 
71. 0~ Zookler, "Mary, Moth~r of _jesus Christ," in the 
~ Schaff-Herzog Religious Encyclopedia, V11I, ~· 220, says: 
''As ee.rly as the middle or the second century,. she appears 
as the anti,-,type or Eve, bringing lite into the world as Eve 
brought death (justin, Dialogue, c.; Irenaeus III, x::x:11, 4; 
V, xix. l; Tertullian, ~ Carne Christi, viil; ••• These 
developing views [of giving special honor to Mary beyond that 
whioh she is given in Scripture"] took shape as legends in a 
long serj.es ot Apooeyphal narratives. The most important ot 
the.se is the Frotevangelium jaoob1, some features ot which 
were known to justin and Tertullian." It is these . apocryphal 
books especially which show that very early some were promoting 
the sanctity and veneration of M~Y (see above the section on 
the Protevapgelium of J'ames, where this tsndenay is discussed 
in connection with this unoanonioal gospel). 
In the following decades atter the t1.me of Or1gen this 
view apparently gained more ground as the Church continued 
to emphasize the superiority ot the celibate state over mar-
riage and as the position ot Mary grew in importance. It 1s 
therefore not necessary to examine the writings ot the follow-
ing fathers as has been done with the preceding ones. 72 All 
that is necessary is a summary. Cyril ot ~erusa1em (d. 386) 
and Viotorinus the philosopher (d. ~· 360) distinguished James 
the brother or the Lord trom the Apostles. Eusebiua (d. c. 
-
340), Hilary or Poitiers (d. 368), Ambrosiaster (d. 375), 
73 · Basil the Great (d. 379), and Gregory of Nyssa all aeoepted 
the Epiphanian view. From the tini3 of Jerome and Ep1phan1us 
the West followed the lead or jerome and the East that ot 
Epiphanius. 74 
In summing up the findings of this chapter, it seems 
quite evident that up until the time of Jerome there is little 
or no trace of the Hieronymian hypothesis. The Epiphanian 
view, on the other hand, was known and accepted by various 
ohuroh fathers long betore the time ot Jerome. The apocry-
phal literature is almost unan1mous in its acceptance ot this 
72. Lightfoot continues the list ot patristio evidence, 
-2:e.• oi t., pp. 282ft • 737 He personally adopted the doctrine of the perpetual. 
virginity ot Mary. Yet he realized (Homilia !a. Christi gen-
erationem, v.} that the natural sense or Matt. 1:25, tnvored 
the view that she did not remain a virgin (see z8okler, ~· 
cit. 
--- 74. Lightfoot has an excellent chart,~· cit., P• 291., 
by whioh one aan seo at a glanoe how tlle pal"rist'io evidence 
lines up on this question. 
theory. In raot, on the basis of the words or Or1gen (see 
above), it appears that the theory originated 1n this group 
of writings. The several passages in Hegesippus whioh deal 
with the subject speak against the Hieronymian hypothesis 
but otherwise are non-committal as to the exaot relationship. 
Some years later Tertullian speaks quite olearly of the Breth-
ren or the Lord as real brothers, a very significant tact 
when considered 1n the light of his otherwise ascetic views. 
While there is some doubt about the position of Qlement ,of -
Alexandr1a, one is still quite safe in saying that ·he hold 
' 
the Ep1phan1an hypothesis, as his aucoessor Or1gen certainly 
did. 
CHAl?TER III 
THE BRETHREN OF THE LORD IN SCRIPTURE 
The advocates of all three theories have appealed to 
Scripture for support for the view which they have espoused 
1n conneotion with the Brethren of the Lord. Since it is 
olaimed that there is evidenoe--at least ot a oiroumstantial 
nature if not aotual--for these various bypotheses in Scrip-
ture, it is important to examine the passages involved. such 
an examination will reveal the strong points and the weak 
links in the individual line or argument. 
Luke 1: 34 
Before considering those passages which speak directly 
of the Brethren of the Lord, it is necessary to examine a 
few that deal with the birth or resus and that are related 
directly to this problem. The first or these passages is 
found in the story of the Annunciation. There we are . told 
that Mary questioned the possibility or the angel Ga~riel•s 
message. She said: 
a man?" (Lk. 1:34) 
"How can this be, since lam not knowing 
These words are cited by Roman catholic 
dogmaticians and exegetes as proof for the perpetual v1rg1n1 ty 
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of Mary.1 It is claimed that the only way to explain this 
question satisfactorily is to look at it 1n the light ot a 
previous vow or perpetual virginity. They say suoh a pre-
viously formed vow would just11"y the question and would ex-
plain why it was not answered in the same way as that or 
Zeohariah (l:18).2 
l • .2!.•, e.g., Joseph Pohle, Dogpl!tio Theology, Vol. VI, 
pp. 97ff. There we read: "Mary~s v1rgin1tas postpartum 
cannot be cogently proved f'ro:in Sacred Scripture, but the 
dogma is deducible with moral certainty from the fact that 
she had resolved to remain a virgin all her lite. It was 
this resolution which inspired her timid query: 'How shall 
this be done, because I know not a man?' Only after the 
angel had assured her that her chastity would remain intact, 
did she consent to become the mother ot Jesus: 'Be it done 
to me according to thy word.'" 
2. Machen makes an excellent distinction between these 
two questions and thus answers this objection to the words 
of Mary. He says concerning these questions: 
"In f'orm it must be admitted there is a certain simil-
arity. Both Zacharias and Mary, instead of accepting the 
lofty promises or the angel without remark, ask. a question 
betokening at least bewilderment; and both ot them ground 
their bewilderment in an explanatory clause. But there the 
similarity ceases. Zacharias' question reads, 'According 
to what shall I know this?' That question cannot be inter-
preted as anythi.ng else than a definite request tor a sign; 
the wonder that is promised must be able to exhibit an ana-
logy with something else before Zacharias wili cons~nt to 
'know• it. Mary, on the other hand, says simply, 'How shall 
this be?' She does not express any doubt but that tt will 
be, but merely inquires as to the manner in whioh it is to 
be brought to pass. Cer~ainly she does not demand a sign 
before she will consent to 'know• that what the angel has 
told her will be a tact •••• 
"Even in the wording, then, Mary's question is ditf'erent 
from that ot Zacharias. But still greater is the ditterence 
in the situation which the two questions, respectively, have 
in view. Zacharias has been promised a son whom he had long 
desired,· a son whose birth would bring him not misunderstand-
ing and slander (as Mary's son might bring to her), but rather 
a removal of the reproach to which, by his childlessness., he 
had been subjected. Moreover, the birth or a son, even in the 
old age of his parents, would be in aooordanoe with the Old 
Th~re is no denyi·ng that there is a real problem here. 
While the words certainly do not toroe one to aooept the Roman 
Catholic interpretation, such an in~erpretation at first g1anoe 
does seem to give a logical reason tor this question.3 How-
ever, granting such a vow was taken, it would be very diffi-
cult, then, to explain her betrothal to Joseph. The explana-
tion of' Lagrange is wholly unsatisfactory. He says: "We do 
not know, and to frame hypotheses would be unprofitable enough. 
The simplest solution is to suppose that marriage with such a 
man as Joseph proteoted her from propesals incessantly renewed, 
and assured her repose."4 
Furthermore, as Machen .says: 
Suoh a resolve in a Jewish maiden of the first 
century would have been an unheard-o_f thing. Asceti-
cism, with the later prejudice against marriage and 
the begetting of children, was quite foreign to the 
Jewish circles that are depicted in Lk. i-11 in such 
a vivi.d manner.. It, therefore, the narrator were 
Testament analogies which Zacharias knew very well. What 
except sinful unbelief eould lead, under those ciroumstanoes, 
to the request tor a sign? Mary, on the other hand, when 
the angel,. prior to };ler marriage,. spoke or a son, was promised 
something whioh at first sight seeme.d to run counter to her 
maidenly ·consciousness. • • • surely it is small cause tor 
wonder that 1n such bewilderment she should have asked the 
· e.11gel :for l~ght" (J:. Gresham Machen, The Virgin Birth 2!, Christ, 
pp. l4lf.). . 
z. Klost:e~ma~ seas .the diffioulty clearly. He says: 
"Also· 1st ~7TE< ~vbpo.. o-o ¥1v<.Jcrl(Ct.J (sexuell s. zu .Mt 1, 25) 
.unter allen1iiiistinden h8chst verwunderlieh, wenn man nicht 
die ka.tolisohe Voraussetzung maoht, die V.erlobte halle e.ine 
Geltlbde .immerwghrender Keu~ohheit abg~legt" (Erio IO.oster-
ma.nn, "Die Evangeli,en," in Handbuoh ~ neuen Testament• 
Hans Lietzmann -ed.• Vol. ·1r, P• 373. 
4. Q.uoted by John M •. creed, ~ Gospel Aooord1pg ~ §1. 
Luke, p. 19.-
intending to attribute so extraordinary a resolve 
to Mary, he would naturally have taken pains to make 
his meaning clear •••• As a matter of taet, the 
narrator has done nothing or the kind.5 
Finally, if the Roman Catholio interpretation is correct, 
it would still have been very presumptuous on the part ot Mary 
to place her vow above the will of God, as it was revealed 
to her through the words of the angel. Yet that is exactly 
what her question would have implied under those oiroumstanoes. 
Thus the Roman Catholic view ot this passage has its real 
difficulties also. 
/ 
If the future tense used by the angel ( <S,i\ti'IJ,l.(1¥11) were 
a present tense or could be interpreted as referring to pre-
sent time instead of future, the passage would be very clear. 
Mary would then have a right to ask how it could happen that 
a son was at that moment being .conceived in her womb, since 
her marriage had not been consummated. However, there is no 
basis for translating this ru~ure as a present tense.6 
5. Machen, .QR.• ill.•, p. 144 • . 
6. Mayor ("The Helvidian ver2'US the Epiphan1an :Hypothesis," 
1n the Expositor, series seven., Vol. VI,. PP• l5-4l.)· susgests 
a variation of this view. He says: "The only explanation 
known to me., wh1oh gives a natural sense to the words, is a, 
suggestion I have seen, I forget where, that the Greek ~uAA'!V-<~~ 
in Luke l:31 may be an incorrect translation of an Aramaic 
origiqal, meaning: '~hold,, thou art no.- oonc.eiving in thy 
womb,' to which ,tl a:;1 vwa-t<w 'a-vS£"' would be a natura1 rejoinder 
on the part or one who was see, ing to find a reoonoil.iation 
of two seemingly oontradiotory tacts, not opposing her human 
volition (the vow) to the Divine Will" (p. 21). 
But this suggestion of Mayor must be rejected. It is t~ue, 
there may well be an Aramaic dGoum.ent behind the birth and 
childhood narr atives in Luke .. It is also true that an Aramaic 
imperfect could be translated by a :future tense instead ot a 
present. But we cannot assume that Luke wrote his Gospel 1n 
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liiayor suggests another possibility which he resorts 
to as the only alternative, if the previous interpretation 
is not oorrect. He says: 
Ir not, I oon~ess that I am disposed to look 
upon t he wo1•ds 'urf) o ~ K, vafa-t<CcJ f v8pi as a marginal 
adsoript, which-iiai crept into he ext in the same 
way as the insertion of the injunction to fast in 
Mark 9:29; Matthew 27:21. I am led to this conclu-
sion not only by the many diffioulties we have been 
considering, but by the wont or harhiony between the 
apparent self-assertion of verse 34 and the general 
tone of the Gospel or the Intanoy~ especially the 
beautifuJ. submission of verse 38.'l 
There certainly is very little evidence tor such a oonJeoture. 
Actually t he evidence is all against it.8 
In summing up the discussion of this verse, I believe 
tha t in spite of the difficulties involved we can say with 
Aramaic, nor that in using Aramaic sources he. mistranslated 
this word (See aJ.ao Machen, 2JL• 9.!.!•, P• 145. 
The explanation of Maohen is somewhat akin to this view. 
He assumos that Mary took the promise or the all6el to refer 
to the inmediate future rather than to a period after her 
marriage. ·fuile this is no doubt the correct explanation, 
t he argument advanced by Machen is not convincing. He says: 
"Annunciations, as they were known to Mary from the Old 
Testaaent, were ma.de to married .women; and when sue}?. an an-
nunoiat1on oame to her, an u.n.marr1ed maiden, it is not un-
natural that she should have been surprised •••• 
"It, indeed, she hf.,l.d looked at the matte·r from the point 
of view of cold logia, her surprise might possibly have been 
overaome.. She oould have reflected that, after all, she was 
betrothed, and that the annunciation could in her case, as was 
not .so in the Old Testament examples, be taken as referring 
to a married state that was still to come. But would suoh 
a re fleotion have been natural·; is it not psychologicall.y 
more probable that she should have given expression, in such 
words as those of Lk. 1:34, to her instinctive surprise?" 
(Machen, 21?.• cit., p. 146.) 
7. Mayor, """"The Helvid1an versus the Epiphanian HYPothe-
s.1 a , " p • 21. 
a. See Maohen, ~· fil• 1 pp. 119:rr. tor a thorough d1s-
ouss1on or the evidence against suoh an interpolation. 
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.Mayor: . :, / ,, 11 'l'here is nothing to show that ~ Kl vw.,.1<w d-VOfd... would 
have been understood in the sense 'I am under a vow.•n9 
Apparently Mary had some indication that this promise ot the 
angel was to be fulfilled before her marriage with Joseph was 
consummated, though just ·what made her realize that we do not 
know. Perhaps the greeting of the angel, "The Lord is with 
you," caused her to assume that something remarkable was to 
happen at once, even though her we dding with Joseph was still 
far distant. At any rate, the evidence of this passage alone 
is insufficient to prove a vow or perpetual virginity and 
thus rule out the possibility of children born in the natural 
way. That is especially the case when we remember that at 
this time :Mary was engaged to J'oseph, an engagemant which we 
have no reason to doubt looked forward to the ideal or J'ewish 
married 11 fe, a family. 
Matthew 1:25 
There are two passages 1n the narrative of the birth 
or J'esus which are very important. The first is Matt. l:24f: 
0 m1en Joseph woke from sleep, he did as the angel of. the Lord 
commanded him; he took his wife, but knew her not until she 
had born a son."9 Two things must be laoked at in this passage: 
cl ~ l) the meaning of~~ and 2) the significance of the im-
9. There is little doubt among modern scholars that the 
above translation of the Revised Standard Version is based 
on the oorreot teAt. The r$v rrewrorot<ov found in the Textus 
Reoeptus is obviously an 1iiiertion from the parallel passage 
in Lk. 2:7. 
5'1 
:, / perf'eot q,1vwcr~~v. It is argued on the one hand that 
in this passage marks a definite period ot time atter whioh 
that whioh had not taken plaoe was :tul.t1lled. In that case 
we would have every right to assume that Mary had other children 
besides Jesus. However, the opponents of this view point out 
c/ r.'\ 
that ·~ o~ does not neoessar1ly imply that interoourse did 
follow the birth or Jesus. 
Jerome was the first one or the early Christian writers 
whose works are ext.ant to argue that way.. Be o1 tea example 
c/ ~ 
after example as proof that the use or ~ .!!! in this passage 
does not disprove the perpetua-1 virginity •10 There are defi• 
nitely many passages in the LXX and in the New Testament where 
c/ c-' ~ 
~or~!!!.. does not necessarily imply that there was a 
period of time when the preoeding negative statement became 
a positive. A good example would be Ps. 110:l; "The Lord 
said unto my Lord, Sit thou at my right hand, until I make 
thine enemies thy footstool." It is quite obvious that this 
verse does not imply that there would be a time when this 
session at the right hand of God would oease.11 
cl Thus the use of ~ws alone does not necessarily settle 
-
the question. ·Nevertheless I thi~ Broadus is correct when 
he says: "The word will inevitably suggest that afterwards 
it was otherwise, unless there be something in the connection 
10. See Jerome, Qll• cit., chaps. 5-7. 
11. A parallel in thellew Testament isl Oor. 15:25: "For 
he must reign until he has put all his enemies under his teet." 
or the nature of the oase to forbid suoh a oonolusion.n 
12 
Thus 1r it had been o1early stated somewhere in scripture 
that Mary remained a virgin after the birth of Jesus, we 
would have every right to interpret this passage acoordingl7. 
However, since that is not the case, the more simple way to 
cl -E" interpret these words is to assume that ~c.os ov marks a definite 
--
period ot time at the end .of which the foregoing negative 
became an affirmative. 
Plummer calls attention to another point whioh should 
not be overlooked. He says: 
> > ,/ :, ,/ 
In 'he knew her not' ( ov1< E,%'LVwcr1<tv d11t~v), the 
imperfect tense is important: It is against the 
tradition of the perpetual virginity of Mary. This 
has been questioned; but it hardly needs argument 
that in such a context, 'he used not to' or 'he was 
not in the habit of' means more than 'he did not.' 
It is quite obvious that the aorist, 'he knew her 
not until,' would have implied that she subsequently 
had children by him.1 But .the impe~feot implies this still more strongly. 3 
Because this 1nq>erf'eot is used together with the tallowing 
cl rc--~ ~' to me the 1nf'erenoe seems to be that this intercourse 
12. John A. Broadua, commentary 2!!:. the Gospel of Matthew, 
1n Ah American Commentary on the New Testament, p.""T3. --
Zahn(Forsohungen, VI, pp.335°t7)'""iays: "In allen w1rklioh 
vergle1 ohbaren und unzwe1deut1gen U. F:1-;~~e:::~e!r~!:!t:~sse 8 
die errorderliohe Korrektur des n ° 8 ·handelt 88 sioh um 
aus der Natur der Sache• Hier dagegef6 19 als Ehem.ann der das Verh!ltnis Josephs, der schon ~t ei;ens um 1hr ehel1ohes 
Maria bezeiohnet war, und zwar : 0 ng soblieszt die Behauptung, 
VerhH1tn1s. In solohem zus;mm; ~:su der eheliohen Gemein~ 
dasz Joseph s1oh bis zur Ge ur allerdings die andere ein, 
sohart mit Maria enthalten babe,tt mit uaria geptlogen habe.n 
dasz er spllter solohe Geme1ns.1oh~. mmentarl, 2!!. ~ Gos.pal 13. P1wnmer, An :&xegetioa ~0~==-=---
aooording 12, St. Matthew, P • 9 • 
which did not take plaoe betore the birth ot Jesus, beoame 
the customary thing atter His birth. 
Finally, the tact that the normal meaning ot these words 
would lead one to think that intercourse did follow atter-
wards al.so points in this direotion. :Matthew was writ1D8 to 
Jewish people to show them that Jesus was the Messiah. He 
1s ·anx1ous throughout to glorify Jesus and to avoid what might 
detract from His glory. If Jesus had been an only son, we 
would expect Matthew to have indicated this faot either in 
this passage or elsewhere. At any rate, he would not use an 
expression which would most likely be interpreted in the op-
posite direction. That is espeoially true when we remember 
that at the time this Gospel was written th.e Brethren or the 
Lord were apparently well-known in the Church (l Cor. 9:5). 
Certainly if they were not 1e~us' real brothers, Matthew would 
have made sure that this passage was not misinterpreted to 
make them such. But he does nothing ot the kind.14 
This passage, then, is a very . important one. It must 
be admitted that it is possible to take these words as 
referring simply to the miraculous birth ot Jesus without any 
further reference to the subsequent married life or Joseph 
and Mary.15 However, while this passage is not absolutely con-
clusive, its interpretation becomes muoh more simple it it is 
interpreted as it stands in the light ot the references· in the 
14. So Plummer argues• !2.2.,. cit. 
15. So Light toot, 21?.• ~- , PP:- 270t. 
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New Testament to the brothers and sisters ot Jesus. 
Luke 2:7 
In reporting the birth of Christ Luke says: "And she 
gave birth to her first-born son and wrapped him 1n swaddling 
clothes" (2: 7). Much d.iacussion has oentered around the 
~ 
exact connotation of the word 'first-born_' ( 1re"'roro t<oir,) in 
this account. Did Luke mean to intimate thereby that Jesus 
was the first-born of a number or children? or 1s this .word 
simply used to 1ndioate that there were no other children born 
to Mary before Jesus? 
Lightfoot argues that this word must be interpreted 
in the light of Lk •. 2:23. It is used 1n the story of the 
birth of Jesus because of tho Jewish ~eremonial Law. He 
says: "The prominent idea conveyed 'by the term 'firstborn~ 
to u ;rew vmuld be not the birth of other children, but the 
special oonseoration of this one. The typical referenoe in 
faot is foremost in the mind of St. Luke, as he himsel.f ex-
plains 1 t, 'Every ~ l.!!il openeth !!!!_ !!2!!!!!. shal.l !!!_ oalled 
holy ~ lli, Lord' (2 -:23) .n16 
However, the oonneotion between this verse (2:7) and 
the story or the Presentation (2:22tt.) is not so easy to 
prove. A.s Mayor points out, "The story or the Birth 1.s fol.-
lowed by the visit or the Shepherds, and that again by the 
C1roum.c1s1on. Then at length comes the Presentation in the 
Templ.e, which is an independent narrative, introduced to 
16. Light toot, 21!.• ill•, p. 27i. 
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give the prophetic utterances of Simeon and Anna, and explained 
by the offering required by the law.n17 Zahn also teels that 
it this is the reason why Luke used 'first-born,' he would have 
used it in the story ot the Presentation and not in this dis-
18 
conneoted way. 
The word first-born is found throughout the Old and New 
Testaments in its proper sense, marking the first of several 
children, and not an only son; It is true, there are several 
instances where an only son might come under the category ot 
first-born. Thus in the story ot the slaying or the tirst-
born in the land ot Egypt certainly we have the right to 
assume that in some oases the person slain was an only ohild. 
Likewise in the command of God: "Sanctify unto me all the 
first -born, whatsoever openeth the womb amoJ18 the children 
of Israel: it is mine," (Ex. 13:2} an. only ohild would be 
included. However, in both these oases the word still retains 
its proper meaning of the ·t1rst~born of several ohildren. 
It is only by aooident, as it were, that "only-begotten" is 
equated with "first-born." Thus if J'esus were included in 
a larger class, He could be called a first-born son even 
17. Mayor, "The Helvidian versus the Epiphanian lfYpothe-
sis," p. 27. , 1 18. He says: "Das rov rrpwrorot<ov erklHrt sioh auoh nicht 
aus dem Vorbliok auf v. 23r. und die dort angetllhrte gesetz-
liohe Bestimmung; denn nioht hier, wo der Leser nioht ahnen 
kann was Lo an der sp&tern Stelle sagen werde, sondern erst 
dort'w!re darauf hinzuweisen gewesen sein, dasz_J'esus der 
Erstgeborene seiner Mutter war, •• ••" (Zahn, ~Evangelium 
~ Lucas, p. 136. 
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though He were an only son. But 1t 1s d1rfioul.t to prove that 
this is the way Luke uses the word in this passage. as was 
shown above. 
One point that must not be overlooked in this disous-
sion is the time and setting in which the Gospel was written. 
By the time Luke wrote these words about ~he birth of Jesus. 
the so-called "Brethren of the Lord" were well-known in the 
Churoh (l Oor. 9:5; Gal. l:l8f.; 2:9). Yet Luke uses 'first-
born,' a term whioh IO.ight be very misleading it these brothers 
were not sons ot Mary. As .Plummer points out, "He mig};lt have 
/ 
avoided all ambiguity by writing .;Aovor~v~v, as he does 7:12; 
8:42; 9:38,"19 but instead he uses 'first-born.• Under those 
circumstances the use of this word by Luke, the careful historian, 
seems to indicate to me. that he took it for granted that Jesus 
was the first-born of Mary in the tull sense or that word. 
That is ~specially the case when we remember that he ment.ions 
the brothers of Jesus t\.dce (8_:19~21; Acts 1:14), in both 
oases referring to them together with Mary. 
John 2:12 
Very soon after the beginning of the ministry of Jesus 
the Brethren o~ the Lord enter the picture. Immediately 
after t~e wedding at Cana and before the first Passover which 
Jesus attended 1n His publio ministry we are told that He 
"went down to Oapernaum. with his· mot.her an~ his brothers 
19. Piwiqner, ! Critical !ill!. Exegetical Commentary 2!!. l!!!. 
Gospel according l2_ .§1. Luke, P• 53. 
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and his disoiples; and there they stayed tor a tew days" 
(Jn. 2:12). It does not matter tor this discussion whether 
Jesus went straight from Cana to Capernaum or by way ot 
Nazareth. The important thing to note 1s the people who 
made up this l .ittle band. Three distinct groups are mentioned: 
His mother, Bis brothers, and the disciples. 'l'hus already 
in the first reference to the brothers ot Jesus they are not 
included among the d1so1ples, but are rather mentioned sepa-
rately together with His mother.20 
Mark 6:1-6 
After the Early Judean Ministry (Jn. 1-4), Jesus ret~ed 
once more to Gal.ilea. But before beginning the Great Gali-
lean I1in1stry, He paid a visit to Nazareth, the village ot · 
His childhood and early manhood. 21 It was at this time that· 
He taught the people 111 the synagogue so that they were amaze.d 
at first but later, in their .anger, tried to throw Him trom 
20. V/hy this group went together to Capernaw11 is not 
certa in. There is no reason to assume, as .Edersheim does 
(The Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah, Vol. I, P• 364), 
that Jesus~s already at this time establishing his resi~ 
dance at Capernawn, nor that Mary and His brothers moved 
there trom Nazareth, That may be the case. It is more like-
ly, however, that they went to Capernaum to await there "the 
starting or the great caravan ot . .Pilgrims who, at this · time, 
were about to wend their way to the great feast at Jerusalem" 
(Frederic vi. Farrar, !h!_ Lite 2!.. Christ, p. 148). That would 
also explain why these various persons went together to Caper-
naum. They were all on their way to the Passover. 
21. The most complete record or this visit is found in 
·Lk. 4:16-30. Matthew refers to it in Chap. 13:54-56. For 
our study, hov,•ever, perhaps the most significant account 1s 
that round in Mk. 6:1-6. It is here taken for granted that 
the three accounts ot the Synoptists reter to one and the 
same event. 
a oliff. In their amazement they asked: "Where did this man 
get .all thJ,.s? illiat is the wisdom given to him? What mighty 
works are wrought by his handsl Is not this the oarpenter, 
the son of Mary and brother of 1ames and Joses and 1udas and 
Simon, and are not his sisters here with us?" (Mk. 6:2~.) 
This, then, is the first place in Scripture where the 
Brethren of the Lord are mentioned by name.22 Though they 
a r e not called the ohildren or Mary here, they are mentioned 
together with her onoe again as ,they were in 1n. 2:12. · It is 
true, they are simply called brothers23 and sisters ot the Lord. 
22. So also in the parallel passa9e, M~tt. 13:54-56. 23. The s1gnif'1oance of the word d.c5t.Afos in this problem 
concerning the Brethren of the Lord has been discussed at 
length ever since the time of Jerome. Roman Catholics and 
others who wish to support the Hieronymian hypothesis have 
pointed to the somewhat l.oose use of 'TT~ in the Old Testament. 
There is no denying that it is used or-relatives in a good / 
number of passages in which the LXX translates it with ~&eAfos. 
However, that of itself does not prove that the sarae wider 
use applies in the New Testament. We must not rorget that 
the LXX is 1n most instances a very literal translation ot 
the Hebraw. It does not therefore follow necessarily that 
the New Testament writers used 1t in the same loose sense. 
In fact, if we omit the passages referring to the Brethren 
of the Lord, there is no single instance in the New Testa-
ment where 1 t is used in this loose sense. Certainly we 
find it used many times of fellow-Christians, but that does 
not apply here. ~dd to this the fact that there is a word 
for cousin (lv~~1os, see Col. 4:10) whioh the New Testament 
writers could have used, as well as the more general word 
~v~r£vi5, and the significance of the use of 'brother• seems 
to beoome .even more cle\r. Aocording to M~yor those who 
would give this word a wider meaning oannot find satisfac-
tory parallel.a in classical Greek either. ue says: "There 
is no instance in olassioal Greek, as far as I know, ot 
~68Af~s beins used to denote cousin" (1ames, P• xiv). How-
ever, 3d..o{A<fd~ certainly can be used of a halt-brother. Thus, 
while causing trouble tor those who acoept the Hieronymian 
hypothesis, ~S£Af6S does not run counter to the view of Ep1-
phan1us. 
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However, that is exactly what one wou1d e~-peot here. The 
center of the discussion 1s Jesus, not Mary, and so all 1s 
re.lated to Him. His oooupation 1s named first by-the towns-
people. Then they mention His mother and finally His brothers 
and sisters. 
No doubt also the tact that the people 2!_ Nazareth use 
the words 'brother' and 'sister' is important. There certainly 
is no reason for them to use the word as a term or endearment. 
Norwould we expect them to use it 1n the wider sense, which 
some claim the word has. On the contrary, it would seem that 
they are pointing to actual brothers and sisters in order to 
justify their amazement (and later anger) over Him. Broadus 
therefore says: "In their mouths 'his brother• and 'all his 
sisters' oannot have meant less than children of Joseph, it 
not of J'oseph and Mary •. n24 
The proverbial saying which Jesus uses to answer these 
people has some bearing on this subJeot also. He lists three 
groups among whom a prophet is without honor. These are 
mentioned in an asoending order, growing more tragic with 
each group. By Ris own country he was no doubt in this in-
stance thinking of the city of Nazareth. Next He refers to 
His relatives ( crvn~VE.15 ) and finally to those of His own 
, " , ~ ~ ,...) house (.!!:_ T'1t o\ Kt; <1-vrou • By this last group He was no doubt 
thinking of the brothers and sisters mentioned above. They 
24. Broadus , OR_-• .2!!.• ,. p •. 310. 
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and 'He grew up in the same household, and yet they rejected 
Him. One is reminded ot the words or John 1n the Prologue: 
"He oame to his own home, and his own people received him 
not" (Jn. 1:11), though in this reference "his own people" 
no doubt refers to Israel. It Jesus is then referring to 
His brothers and sisters in this passage, the o!lly way to 
explain that these were cousins is to assume that two ~ouse-
holds were combined. It is true, this assumption has been 
made by many or the advocates ot the cousin theory,25 but 
there is absolutely no Scriptural basis tor s~ch an assump-
tion. The evidence is rather in the opposite direction. It 
is much more in keeping with the tacts we know about this 
incident to believe that Jesus and these brothers and sisters 
grew up in the same household as members of one family. 
Thus the Epiphanian or the Helvidian hypothesis seems to 
fit this story much more accurately •. 
Mark 3:20-221 31-35 
In the second halt or the Great Galilean Ministry the 
Brethren of the Lord appear in the Gospel accounts once again. 
This time the incident recorded takes plaoe in capernaum. 
Jesus and His disciples were so busy with the people that 
they were unable to find time to eat. It is then that Mark 
says: "And when his triends heard it, they went out to seize 
him. for they said• •He is beside himself'" (Mk. 3:21). 'l'hen 
25. See, !.!.&• 1 Carl F. Keil, Commentar U.ber das Evaeelium. des MatthAus where in oonneotion with Matt:--I!"':41='50, ~ dis-
ousses the B;ethren of the Lord (pp. 303-308). 
&, 
follows the story of the. Scribes coming_ trom ~eru~alem with 
the oharge that ~esus is possessed by Beelzebub. Whereupon 
Mark adds: "And his mother and his brothers oame; and the7 
said to him, 'your mother and your brothers are outside asking 
for you'" (3:31:f'.}.26 
The question which has been discussed muoh in this oon-
neotion is: Do these words in 3:31:f't. finish the incident 
referred to in 3:20-22, or are they two d1trerent~storiea? 
Some have gone so far as to equate the 'friends' of v. 21 
(o, TT~plo"Vrov) with 'his mother and his brothers' in v. 31. 
Thus Clarke says: "'His friends• or verse 21 are 'his mother 
and his brothers• or verse 31.n2'1 Others claim that these are 
two entirely different groups.28 The aotual meaning ot this 
phrase lies perhaps between these two views. 
is no doubt more inclusive than 'his mother and his brothers,' 
yet it does not thereby exolude them. It is a striking idiom 
which can perhaps best be rendered "his people." I believe, 
then, that verse 21 refers to a 1arger group ot relatives and 
friends of whom His mother and His brothers are mentioned in 
26. See Matt. 12:46-50; Lk. 8:_19-21, tor the para1l.e1 
accounts. 
27. \'i .N. Clarke, commentan on the aos5:1 or Mark, in An 
American Co:mmentm or the New Tistiiiii'nt,vahHoveh ed.,-
Vol.. II, p. 52. --Forthesame view see also B. Harvie Brans-
comb , The Gospel ot Mark, 1ii the Motratt New Te.stament Com-
men tar;;-p. 67t.; Ezra'F. Gould, A cri.tiouand BafetioiI" 
Commentary 5m. la!. Gospel aooordipg to St. Mark, p .I; and 
Henry Barclay swete, ~ Gospel aooord1Pf .~ §!_. Mark, P• 63. 
28. See, e.g., Keil, com.mentar Uber ....!!. Evanginen Markus 
Y!!!!_ Lukas , pp. 43tf. 
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partioul.ar in vv. 3ltr.2~ 
In that case the whole incident might well haYe happened 
something like this. Jesus was very busy this day 1n Caper-
naum. In . fact, it seemed to some of those who saw Him that He 
would not be able to stand up under '!ihe stra~n. ~ey felt 
that the lack of restraint in the way he was ta:1:ing His powers 
was foolhardy. Perhaps those who observed this were actually 
some or His relatives. At any rate, it was oalled to the 
attention of Jesus• mother and brothers, and they in turn 
telt they must do something quiokly before He woul.d wear Him-
self out completely~ They start out to find Him. In the 
meantime the Scribes oo:me trom Jerusalem and Jesus deal.a with 
them (vv. 22-30). Then His mother and His brothers arrive at 
the house, as it is recorded in vv. 31-35. There is no reason 
to doubt that Mary had actually been persuaded at this time 
that her son was 'beside himself. ,30 
. 29 • Wohlenberg ha·s the following to say on the connection 
or these two incidents: nDam1t 1st nioht gegeben, dasz die 
Soijar der TT~P\~vTov sioh deckte mit 'seiner Mutter und seinen 
Brudern', von denen allein an unsere Stelle[_vv. 3ltt;) die 
Rede 1st (s.o.). Vielmehr 1st jener Kreis ein weiterer; auoh 
schien uns dort die Mutter Jesu nioht hinzupassen. Hier aber 
sind es die allerniohsten Anverwandten, Mutter und Brilder" (Gustav Wohlenberg, Das Evangelium des Markus, in Kommentar ~ neuen Testament,-irtieodorZahii ecf:"; P• 11&. 
30. Branscomb (op. cit., P• 67) suggests another possible 
way of construing the Greek so that th~s strong statement does 
not oome from Mary and from Jesus' brothers. The subject ot 
t;)..q::ov need not be the same as that of the foregoing \:\-rt).iov. 
It can be taken as an "impersonal plural meaning 'people were 
saying,' as in English we have the expression •they say.• 
Suoh an impersonal plural is used by Mark certainly in 2:18 and 
perhaps in several. other instances." · In that case His mother 
and brothers would have come to Him to stop Him trom doing that 
whioh was causing some people to make unkind remarks about Him. 
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Thia passage, then, tits in with the general picture 
w 
~,hioh the Evangelists give us or the Brethren or the Lord. 
Thay are . not of the Twelve, but rather a d1st1not group who 
in this instanoe wanted to take Jesus away from His work. 
Furthermore, they are mentioned here again together with Mary, 
as if they were her children.31 It is also important to note 
that it is the people once more who call them His brothers, 
even as that was the oase in Nazareth.32 Thus this incident 
likewise seems to fit into the general picture which the 
Evangelists give us of the Brethren o~ the Lord, a picture 
whioh does not rit the theory that some ot His brothers were 
disciples, but which rather oontirma the. view that they were 
brothers, if not sons of joseph and Mary, then at least sons 
of J"oseph. 
John 7:2-8 
Six months be·fore His death Jesus lett Galilee to visit 
J"erusalem at the time of the Feast of the Tabernacles. It is 
just before he leaves t hat the Brethren of the Lord play an 
1Lilp0rtant role in the Gospel narrative. John is the only one 
who has recorded this incident. He says: 
Now the Jews' feast ot Tabernacles was at hand. 
So his brothers said to him, "Leave here and go to 
J"udea, that your disciples may see the works you 
31. That they are oalled brothers ot Jesus and ~ot sons 
of Mary does not detraot trom the argument. As in Mk. &:i-6, 
so also here Jesus is the· oenter ot the story., and the brothers 
are therefore identified by their relation to Him rather than 
by their mother. 
32. See above on Mk. 6:1-6. 
are doing. It you do these things, show yourselt 
openly to the world." For even his brothers d1d 
not believe in him. lesus said to them, "KY time 
has not yet come, but your time 1s always here. 
The world cannot hate you, but 1t hates me beoauae 
I testify of it that its works are evil. Go to 
'10 
the feast yourselves; I am not going up to the 
feast, for my time has not yet fully come" (7:2-8). 
These words contain several problems. In the tirst 
place, what is the attitude of these brothers towards lesua? 
It has bee11 argued that both this incident and the one re-
corded in Mk. 3:20-22, 31-35, definitely prove that these 
brothers were not younger but rather older than Jesus. In 
.Jewish family life the first-born son was looked up to highly 
and honored by the other children, since he would succeed 
his father as the head of the family. Thus, according to this 
line of argument, these brothers could not have been younger 
brothers but must have been older.33 The defenders ot the 
Epiphanian hypothesis use these passages as proof tor their 
theory, for if the brothers of Jesus were older sons of Joseph 
from a former marriage, all would be .explained.34 
There certainly seems to be a difficulty here tor the 
Helv1dian hypothesis. And yet the whole tenor of this in-
cident recorded by John must be considered. Why has Jopn 
introduced it into bis Gospel in the tirst place? Is it 
simply to till a gap left by the Synoptists? or is there some 
33. see .!.:.&• "Protessor Mayor and the Helv1d1an Hypothe-
sis," in th~ Expo~itor, series seven, VI (Nov. 1goe), P• 4'12t. 
34. So B.F. Westcott, ~ Gospel according !2. ~· .Tohn, 
p. 116. 
special purpose tor it? It seems to me that this .passage must 
be viewed, in the first plaoe, in .the light ot Jn. 6:66. There 
we are told that many of those who had tollowed Jesus now lett 
Him. His Gospel and His program was not what they wanted. To 
this John adds the further tragic aooount of the attitude ot 
Jesus' own brothers. There is a note of sadness in those words: 
"!'or even his brothers did not believe in him." These words 
are, as 1t were, the leitmotiv ot this whole passage. The 
very brothers or Jesus refused to aooept Him tor what He 
claimed to be. In faot, it even seems that there was hos-
tility in their attitude. That becomes all the mqre tragic 
if these . brothers were taking suoh an attitude toward their 
elder brother whom they should have rather honore·d. Thus, 
it viewed in the whole context, this attitude or the brothers 
oan be. aooounted for. ·It is one aspect ot the tulf111Dlent 
of those words of Isaiah, "He is despised and rejected ot men" 
(Is.. 53 : 3 ) • 
A second point to consider is the bearing which this 
passage has on the relation or the Brethren ot the I..ord- to 
the twelve d1soiples. To my mind this is one or the clearest 
passages from which we can conclude that none of the brothers 
of Jesus were numbered among the Twelve. The .brothers ·or 
their own accord seem to exclude themselves tr~m even that 
wider group ot disciples or tollowers whioh Jesus had (v.5).35 
35. On this verse Bengel says: "!!!. ipso ostendunt .!!. non 
ease disoipulos" (Joh. Albert Bengel, Gnomon !!2!!. Testament!"; 
p. 358. 
'12 
They alao take an antagonistic, unbelieving attitude toward 
Him. Thus their whole approach seems to exolude them trom. 
the Twelve. 
In explaining this John adds those words: "For even his 
brothers did not believe in him" (v. 5).36 He is here ex-
cluding them from the disoiples. True, members ot that lat-
t .er group had at times fallen from their f'a1 th or had grown 
~ / 
very weak in faith, but the use or the imperfect here ( en-1<TTE..vov) 
-------
, , 36. Thi~ v~rse has been explained in n1any . ways. The words 
~ ••• g1crrE.vov have .been watered down so tar by some 
that they mean hardly anything. Thus Lange says: "'l'he unbe-
lief of these brothers was a want or oonf'idenoe in Him of' the 
same sort, at the worst, as tiiaton.1.ary in Mark 3:31, of' 
Peter in Matt. 16:22, and ot Thomas in Jno. 20:25; that is, 
while believing in His Messiahship, they lacked in the per-
fect yielding or a believing obedience, and assumed to pre-
scribe to Him from their own Judgmentn (Lru,ge, !!:!!. Goslil 
aooordins 12. l.Qrul, Vol. III, in a Commentary £?.a. !a!_ Ho 
Scriptures, Lange-Sohatr, p. 240) •. -- Keil argues muc . the 
pame wy. He says: "Endlich 1st nooh zu beaohten, dasz die 
~0£~~0< hier und auoh in v. 10 nioht ausdrUoklich von den 
Aposteln untersohieden (s. zu v. 10), w1r a.lso nioht bereohtigt 
sind, nur an die be1den nioht zu den Apoat~ln geh8renden 
BrUder zu denken, sondern ohne Bedenken annehmen k8nnen, dasz 
J'akobus und J'udas 1n diesem Punkte mit Joses und Simon ein-
verstanden waren, ja dasz auoh andere Apostel den Wunsch hegten, 
Jes1.:1s m8ge sioh bald in Jerusalem ala messianischer K6n1g 
kundgeben, wenn auch nur die Brtlder Jesu, weil ihm dem Vetter 
" ff Haher steh~nd, dieses Verlangen auszerten" (Keil, commentar 
Uber das Evanselium des Johannes, P• 289. 
Others have said that these words do not apply to all the 
brothers but only to those who were not disciples. However, 
according to the Hieronym.1.an hypothesis at least two, and 
perhaps even three or the brothers were disciples. Thus this 
argument appears rather untenable. Alford says: "It is inoon-
oeivable that J'ohn should have 80 written, if !!!l, ang them 
believed at that time. The attempt to make the wor s mean 
that some ot his brethren did not believe on him, 1a in my 
view q~i te tulle" (Henry illor<i, !!!!_ Four Gospels, in l'1!!. 
Greek Testament, Vol I, p. 767. 
'IS 
shows that this was the habitual attitude ot these brothers. 
The dlsoiples may have had a wrong idea about His Meaa1ah-
sh1p, but the "brothers had not yet gained the oonv1ot1on ot 
His .Messianic commission. They knew ot His claims, but they 
did not accept them 1n ta1th.n37 Thus they were aotuall.y in 
the same class with those who lett Him, as John r~oords it 1n 
6:66. Above all, none or them were ot that group tor whom 
Peter had made his famous confession (6:69t.).38 
Finally, the words which Jesus uses to answer His brothers 
necessarily exolude p them trom the disciples~ He puts them. 
in the same olass with the world which is opposed to Him. He 
says: "The world oannot hate you, but it hates me because I 
testify of it that its works are evil" (v.7). Yet to His 
own disciples ae says · J.ust the oppos1 te: "It' the worl.d hates 
you, know that it has hated me before you. If ·you were ot 
this world, the world woul.d l.ove its own; 'but be~uae you are 
not or the world, but I have Ghosen you out or the world, 
therefore the world hates you" (~n. l.6:lar.) • 
. In summing up the import of this passage, I should say 
that it is perhaps the strongest in the cumulative eTidenoe 
37. p .E. KrEttzmann, ~ ·Gospel 2!, l!!!,. Beloved Disciple, 
chap. 7, p. 3 .• 
· 38. Zahn says: "Dasz vollends d~r eine oder andere dieser 
Brilder Jesu zum K:re1se der liJJgst erwB.hlten Apostel geh&rt 
ha.b&n sollte, welche duroh den Mund Petrus sohon _.Frilh.er einmal 
( 6: 68f •. ) oder mehrmals ( s .A. 18) 1hren Glauben an Jesus zur 
F?'f'ln,,.e ihres Meisters bekannt batten, 1st eine m1t de.m. vor-
liegenden T&xt unv.ereinbare~ a~er ilberhaupt hal.tloae Aunahme" 
( Zahn De.s Evangel.ium des ,,._;r._oh_a_:an_·_e_s_, 1n Ko:mmentar ~ Neuen. 
·----- - ........ -Testament, Vol.. IV, p. 371. 
in the Gospels that the Brethren ot the Lord were not d1ao1-
ples. It is theretore entirely against the Hieronymian hy-
pothesis. On the other hand, the difficulty which the Hel-
vidian view must f'ace here can be accounted tor, once· the 
oontext of this passage is thoroughly understood. 'l'hus either 
the Epiphanian or the -Helv1d1an hypothesis would tit the in-
oident. 
Aots 1:13-l.4 
After receiving this rebuke from Jesus, the Brethren ot 
the Lord disappear from the Gospel records completely. Vlhile 
Mary is present at the Crucifixion (Jn. 19:25), no mention 
is made of the Brethren of the Lord. Thus we are led to as-
sume that their unbelieving, almost hostile attitude persisted. 
Yet suddenly after the Ascension they are mentioned in that 
little circle of the first believers. After listing the ele-
ven Apostles, Luke goes on: "All these with one accord devoted 
themselves to prayer, together with the women and Mary the. 
mother of Jesus, and with his brothers" (Aots 1:14). Thus 
somehow the hostility of the brothers was changed to faith. 
No doubt the resurrection of Jesus produced the ohange. !'or 
one of them, Jamea,--he who was destined to become the leader 
or the Jerusalem ohuroh, --this change quite evidently resul.ted 
from an appearanoe or the risen Lord (l Oor. 15:7). 
Two things should be noted in oonneotion with this passage. 
In the first place, true to the Gospel aooounts, the Brethren 
of the Lord are once more mentioned together with Kary.39 
a 
Thus als<? this passage leads one to the oonolua1on that she 
and they f'orm.ed one household, or more apeoitioall.y th~t they 
were her children. 
Secondly, the Brethren of' the Lord once more constitute 
a separate group 1'rom the Apostles. In this passage there 
are two main groups mentioned besides the disoipl.es: l.) the 
women (of' whom the mother or jesus ~s singled out especially), 
and 2) the Brethren of the Lord. Thus this passage also points 
to the improbability of the ola1m that some ot the Brethren 
of the Lord were Apostles. We have here another instance, 
there tore, in which Scripture se,ema to speak against the 
H1eronymian hypothesis. 
l cor. 9:5 
Af'ter the reference to the Brethren of the Lord in All.!., 
they as a group disappear from the New Testament writings, 
except for one passing remark in l eor~ 9:5. However, one 
of them, jam.es, plays a prominent part in the history ot the 
early Church and so is mentioned several times in the Epistles 
and Acts. It is necessary to look at these pass~es in the 
Epistles, since it is on them to a large extent that those who 
woul4 identify some of the Brethren of the Lord wi\h Apo~tles. 
rest their case. 
As was mentioned above,. there is a passing .. reference to 
39. The only time that .she is not mentioned with them 1a 
in the incident recorded in jn. 7:2-10, when the hostility 
toward their brother beoame so outspoken. 
the Brethren or the Lord in l Oor. 9:5. There Pau1 uses them 
together with the Apostles as examples in his line ot argument. 
He says: "Do v,e not have the right to be aooompanied by a wite, 
as the other apostles and the brothers ot the .Lord and oephas?" 
This passage is important because of the order in which 
these various groups are mentioned. There are those who have 
argued that here we have conclusive proof that the Brethren ot 
the Lord were looked upon by Faul as apostles.40 In that case, 
however, it would almost be neoessary to a·ssume that all ot 
the Brethren of the Lord were apostles. 
The first problem in this passage, then, involves the 
e , :, I 
meaning of .£l. Aot rro< d-lroCS"ro ~o<. As Robertson says, "The exact 
/ 
meaning or 'Aot7fo< is not ole~r; it may distinguish those who 
are included from 'the brethren of the Lord and Cephas,• or 
from Paul and Barnabas (v. 6). In the former oase •the b~thren 
or the Lord' are Apostles~ tor the Apostolic body is divided 
into th~ee parts; 'Cephas,' 'the brethren or the Lord,' and 
'the rest or the Apostles.•rt4l Thus this word oan be under-
a~ood in .suoh a way that it would make the Brethren ot the 
Lord apostles. However, it is also very possible, as Robertson 
40. The use of the word ~..,,..f~ro~o5 by Paul in the Epistles 
is disputed.. Some reel that quite generally it 1s equivalent 
to 'the Twelve,., while others olaim it is used or a wider. 
group. It the exact meaning of this word can be established, 
1 t will shed light on the relation ot the Brethren ot the Lord 
to the Twelve. For that reason the word will be discussed 
fully below in connection with Gal. 1:19. 
41.· A.T •. Robertson and Alfred P~wmner, A Critical ~ l!,-
!fSetioal c.ommenta.rz ~ §!.• Paul's First Epistle l2., the Corin-
thians, p. 181. 
'l'I 
has po1uted out, that Paul. is thinking ot himselt and Barna.baa 
as apostles42 in d1st1notion from 'the ·other apostles., 
The other problem involves the order in which Paul 
enumerates these groups. Re beg1ne with •the other apostles• 
and ends with 'Cephas•' Between these two groups · he mentioll8 
the Brethren of the Lord. Cephas. is oertainl.y one ot the 
apostles. It is argued there tore that the brothers ot the 
Lord must also be apostles. 
However I another interpretation is possible. It Paul 
is contrasting himself and Barnabas with the other apostles, 
then the brothers of the Lord and oephas beoome two separate 
groups. Plummer says: "It is possible, that without any 
strictly logical arrangement, he is m&ntioning persons or 
high. position in the Church who availed themselves ot the 
privilege of having their wives maintained as well as them-
selves when they were engaged 1n missionary work. 1143 Thus Pe,ter, 
though he 1s technically included in the '"other apostles,.• 
is singled out for special mention at the end beoause he is 
so important. The final t<d.(, then, might be translated: "and 
even Cephas." 
If translated in ~hat way, this pa.ssage does perm1 t an 
interpretation whioh wo~ld not neoe~sar1ly make the Brethren 
of' the Lord apostles• Furthermore~ it the word •apostle' is 
used in a wider sense, including more than the fW8lW, ihere 
called apostles. 42. In Acts 14:14, ·both Barnabas and Paul are 
43 • Robertson and p1wmner ~ !22.• ill.• 
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1s still no proof 'that some or the brothers were d~aoipl.ea 
of Jesus be:fore tha. resurrection. 44 
1 Cor •. 15:7 
At the beginnine of .Paul's great resurrect~on chapter 
(1 Oor. 15) he lists some or the appearances or the risen 
Lord. Ha mentions various groups to whom Jesu~ appeared: 
Cephas, the Twelve, more than :five hundred brethren, James, 
all the apostles, and :finally himselt.45 Again the dirt"ioulty 
lies in distinguishing the various groups trom one another 
end de fining them. 46 Again the word to be studied closely 
, . / 
is o.1ro'CT',o A<>ts together with 1 ts modifier -rrda-tv~ 
There nre several interpretations or this passage pos-
sible. If' the rrJ~tv 1s used in reference to James-first to 
one {.Tames), then to !Y. the rest or the apostles--J'ames be-
comes one of the apostles. HO\fever, this is not the only wa7 
to interpret this passage. Paul 'IIJl!.Y very \f&ll be mentioning 
distinct groups all along the line without any repetition. 
) " In that oase the ~ d..trocrrot1..01s would be a wider group than 
' ) , "I> 
44. Zahn (Forsobunp;en VI, p. 356) :reels that o."Tro<l"TOfl.osmust 
be taken in ·the wider sense. Then both the 'brothers ot the 
tor~' and 'Cephas' would be special groups 1n the .!:l ~o,no\ 
cilroa-,o i\ot • · 
45. Tb.at this is not a complete list of the appearances ot 
the risen Lord 1s obvious. Paul is merely singling out cer-
tain witnesses whioh he feels will be use:tul tor his argument. 
lt is also not certain 1r this is a str1otly ohronologioal order. 
46. By the .of'f'1o1al title !1_ odot1<d. the apostles ot .resus 
are meant. We oannot press the use ot this number too strongly. 
Obviously there were not twelTe present, since .rudas was no 
longer with them. In :raot, it th1~ appearance is 1dent1t'1ed 
with that whioh too.k plaoe on the evening o:t Easte1', only ten 
were prasent. Thus Paul uses this word. as a toohnioal term. 
'Ii 
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the TOls owce.f<Q. It would inolude also those who were not 
ot the Twelve, but who later beoame apostles by virtue ot 
the very faot that they had seen the risen Lord.48 'l'hus ~ames 
might very well be included among this group.49 Furthermore, 
" ~ , / 
even if Tots ~rrocr't'o~o<s is equated w1 th ~ cfc.c.,J°"t1<d.., this does 
not necessarily imply that James is therewith included. The 
ncrtv may simply be adde d by Faul to stress the tact that on 
another oooasion ill. the disoiples, inol.uding Thomas, had seen 
the risen Lord. It would then be used entirely independent 
or James and would mark teohnically a different group trom 
the atif.t<a.., sinoe this time !ll the living disciples were 
present.50 
It is difficult to decide whioh of these various inter-
pretations is the correct one. At any rate, this passage does 
not necessarily include James fµnODg the Twelve Apostles. In 
47. So Alford, .s;m,. £.!.i• • P• 604 •. 
48. According to Acts 1:2;r., and l oor. 9:1, a prime 
requisite of an apostle was to have seen the risen Lord. 
49. Burton suggests this as one possibility (A Critical 
and Exegetical Commentary on the Epistle to the Galatians, 
Pi)7 37lf.). Zahn, however-;-reeis that ot7m~c2~ot can only 
be taken in its narrow sense in this passage, "Denn hier 
redet Pl von den ersten Tagen na.ch der Auterstehung, woes 
noch kein andere Apostal gab, als die, welohe jesus dazu ge-
maoht hatte" (Vorsohungen VI, p. 356). This oertainlY is 
the most natural interpretation. ~ 
50. Blass goes so tar as to say that the ~~,v actually 
argues against James being 1noluded in the number or the 
apostles. He says: "If~ is placed after a subst."with 
the art., speoi.al stress is laid upon the substantive 
(Friedrioh Blass Grgrnmar of New Testament Greek, Henry Thack-
eray trans •• P• 316). Thus the ~O'(.V would emphasize the tact 
that those now mentioned were apostles, in contrast to James, 
who was not. -
-
• 
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fact, sinoe several other interpretations are possible, this 
passage cannot be used as definite proof tor the H1eronym1an 
hypothesis. On the other hand, neither can it be used dog-
matically to disprove the 1dentitieation ot James the brother 
of the Lord with the apostle James. It therefore adds nothing 
to the material olar1ty1ng the problem ot the Brethren ot the 
Lord. 
Gal. 1:18-19 
One or the passages which has been discussed very much 
in connection with the problem of the Brethren of -the Lord 
is Gal. l: 18-19. There Paul says: "Then after three ye·ars 
I went up to jerusalem to visit Cephas, and remained with 
hint fifteen days. But I saw none or the other apostles ex-
cept jamea the brother ot the Lord." Sinoe the time or Jerome 
(2:e_. 1 .2!!.•, chap. 15) it has been argued by the advocates ot 
the Hieronymian hypothesis that this statement or Paul proves 
definitel.y that the James he here mentions was one ot the 
Twel.ve. It 1s therefore the basis tor the identification ot 
J'ames the Lord's brother with James the son or Al.phaeus.51 
:, , 
The whole problem centers around !!_ A?)• It the mean11J8 
is: "Another of the apostles I did not see, except the apostle 
· .James, the Lord, s brother, n Paul is here including James among 
c/ 
the apostles. Many commentators reel that the er~pov carries 
51 .• J'oh. Ylvisaker says: "The collation ot Gal. 1:18 
2:9, 12 however, otters the most oonv1no1ng evidence that 
may be add.uced u~on this point" ~hat James is an apostle 
the narrow senseJ. --~ Gospels, P• 220. 
with 
in 
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w1 th .1 t the idea or one ot ~ c1.rro4rt"o"°?'l.wv and that th1e . 
must therefore be the meaning or l'aul's words here.52 Yet 
most of these same commentators take the word ~~t~~oAOL 1n 
the wider sense53 and therefore do not identity James with 
52. Lightfoot says: "It seems thon that st. James is here 
called an Apostle, though it does not therefore toll.ow that 
he is one of the Twelve" (.Q.E.. cit., p. 85}. Burton likewise 
says: "The phrase must probablyoe taken as stating an excep-
tion to the r.hole of the preceding assertion, and as implying 
that .Tames was an apostle" (Burton, 22.• cit., p. 60.). see 
also H.A.« . Meyer, Critical and ExegetioaI""9Handbook to the 
Epistl!_ ~~Galatians, p.33. ~ J - -
53. For the various views on ~~o~ToAos see Burton, ER.• 
2!1.•, pp. 363-381; Lightfoot~ .2J2.• ~., pp. 92-101; Kirsopp 
Lake, ''The Twelve and the Apostles," in The Beginnings ot 
Christianity, The Aots or the A,ostles, i':f. Foakes Jaokson 
and Kirsopp Lake, Vol. r. pp." 3 -59. Lake says (Ibid., p. 
51): "Two usages can be distinguished. (1) In the Pauline 
J~p1stles 'd.rroC5'ToAOs 1a used in the sense of a Christian mis-
sionary who has been commissioned t~ the service ot the Gospel • 
• • • There is no impl1oat1on that he regarded the Apostles 
as limitetl in number to twelve, •••• (11) over against 
this extended view is a more oontracted one which limits the 
Apostles to the Twelve. Thia is plain .trom a comparison of 
Aota ·1:2t1·.; 1:17; l:25f., eto." -- This distinction be-
tween t~o different uses of the word 1s oerta1nly legitimate. 
That the word apostle is used in the wider sense is evident 
not only from the taot that Paul considers himself to be one, 
but also from the taot that it is applied to others (Barnabas, 
Aots 14:4, 14; l Cor. 9:5; Epaphroditus, Phil. 2:25). In 
this same connection Lightfoot say~ (op. ill.•• P• 9'1): "It 
may be added also that only by such an extension or the of-
fice ooUld any tooting be round tor the pretensions of the 
false apostles (2 Cor. 11:13; Rev. 2:2). Had the number been 
definitely restricted, the claims of these interlopers woul.d 
have been self-condemned." Thus the word •apostle' is not 
limited only to the Twelve and Faul. The exact meaning or 
~TToa-ro).ot in any given passage oan be determined solely by 
the ·context. No doubt in some instances it 1s ditfioult to 
determine if the term applies to the Twelve or to a larger 
group. Certainly it is used practically as a title; but that 
title at times includes a larger group than the Twelve. 
Thus this word alone oan not be used to prove that James was 
one of ·the Twelve. In passages where the context does not in-
dioate that it is synonymous with the TWelve, one is Just1-
r1ed in applying it to a wider group. 
I 
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the son of Alphaeus. Thus James might very easily be included 
among the apostles, and yet be an entirely ditterent person 
from J"ames the son of Alphaeus. 
However, there is also another possible interpretation 
of this passage. Instead or supplying eioov T~v cl.rro~roXov ______ .....,._ 
.Pt ) / ~ a~ er!.!..~, it is legitimate to supply only Etiov. The 
sentenoe would then read: "I saw none other of the apostles, 
but I di:d see J"ames the LOrd's brother.1154 This is the in-
terpretation whioh Zahn placed upon these worda.55 While 
the trend of interpretation has swung away trom this view 
since his tiroe, an ~ble defense :ot it has been made by Kooh,56 
He oites numerous instances from the New Testament including 
the epistles of Paul in which d .L1?t is best translated 'but 
--
only' rather than •except.,57 The examploa he lists trom 
oa.iat1ans itself are almost .in themselves oonvinciDB (l:6t.; 
54. See George B. Winer, A Grammar or the Idiom ot the 
li!!!. Testament, seventh edition, J". Henry Thayer t~-:.~. 
67, l,.e, .P• 633. He oit~s as parallels Aots 27:22; Rev. 21:27. 
55. See Zahn. Der Brief des Paulus an die Galater, P• 70. 
There he says: "Daes nun s!iiiilos wire -:;-zu""'beiiaupten, dasz Pl 
bei einem 15 tt{gigen Aufenhalt in J"erusalem abgesehen von 
dem Apostal Pt Uberhaupt keinen anderen Menschen ala Jakobus 
mit Augen gesehen habe, so erg!nzt der verst!lndige Leser die 
vorliegende Aussage: •einen zweiten von den Aposteln auszer 
Pt sah ich nioht,' dureh den .~atz •und ioh sah db~rhaupt keine 
hervorragende kirohliohe .Personliohkeit, keines der Hiupter 
der Urgemeinde, denen ioh mioh damals unterwtlrfig gezeigt 
haben soll, auszer Jk, dam Bruder des Herrn.'" 
56. Hugo Kooh •tzur J'akobustrage Gal l. 19," in Zei tsohrift 
~ g!_e neutestam~ntliohe ~issensohatt und die Kunde de_r 
alteren Kirohe Vol. 33 (Nov. 1934), 2-3, PP• 204-209. 
57. Such p:ssages are: Matt. 12:4; Lk. 4:25-27; Matt. 5: 
13; Matt. 17:8; Mk. 13:2; J'n. 13-:l.O; Rom. 14:14; Gal. l:61".; 
Gal. 2:16. 
I 
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2:16). Thus I see no reason why these words oannot be in-
terpreted 1n the same way. , / It seems that €< A"l does oome 
--
) ... '\ / 
very close to~ 1n some places. The only dittioulty 1a 
c./ 
the use or f.TEffJ v 1n this passage, a parallel to whioh is 
laoking anywhere else.58 
S1noe the exact meaning of these words ot Paul are onoe 
again not too clear, it is impossible to draw any definite 
oonolusions on the basis or this passage. That lames is here 
given a position of high honor in the early ohuroh is evident. 
Paul certainly pl.aces him on tl1e same level with the Twelve, 
though it is not therefore necessary to conclude that he was 
an apoatl.e. Furthermore., the rei'erenoe in v. l'l to "those 
who were apostles before mert seems to indicate that Paul. is 
including more than the Twelve among the apostles. In that 
oase James might very well be one of these apostles. On the 
other hand, the fact that in this whole section Paul is trying 
to show that he wa·s an apostle in the same right as the Twelve 
~ / '\ 
would point to the more narrow use of ~iro~To~ot in v. l.9. 
Thus, though James might well have been an apostle in the 
wider sense, Paul would here be excluding him from the apostles 
1n the narrow sense, while at the same time pl.ao1ng him on 
the same level with them. In all t'airne ss 1 t should be said 
that it we had only this passage we would be Justified in 
placing James among the apostles and ident1ty1ng him with the 
58. But sea Kooh, 21!.• .s!.!l•, note a. 
'I 
person called .Tames the son ot Alphaeus. However~ when these 
words of Paul are read 1n the light ot all the other perti-
nent passages one must admit that they do not necessarily 
imply a reference to this .Tames. Thus this passage cannot be 
used as definite proof that .Tames was one of the Twelve. That 
being the case, the supporters or the H1eronym1an hypothesis 
cannot claim that these words ot Paul prove oonolusively that 
their theory is the correct one. On the other hand, this 
passage certainly cannot be used against the Hieronymian 
hypothesis. 
Gal. 2:9 
In the second chapter of this same letter Paul mentions 
James once more. He speaks there of another visit he made to 
Jerusalem, this time together with Barnabas and Titus. In 
describing the outcome ot the meeting he had with the church 
leaders in Jerusalem at this time he says: "And when they 
perceived the grace that was given to me, .Tames and cephas 
and .Tohn, who were reputed to be pillars, gave to me and 
Barnabas the right hand ot tellowship, that we should go to 
the Gentiles and they to the o1roumo1sed" (2:9). Whiie the 
.Tames here mentioned is not identified in any other ~Y, it 
is quite o~vious that the same person is meant as ~he one who 
was :mentioned previously (l:i9). Thus there would be no reason 
ror Paul. to identity him partioularly in this seoond rererenoe. 
The question that has been asked in conneotio~ with thia 
verse is: could this James, mentioned in this oontext, be any-
85 
one el.se but an apostle; one of the Twelv•? The- advooatea 
of the Bieronymian hypothesis have said he oould not .be • 
. 
They ther~fore use this passage as further proot that J&JIBa 
the Lord's brother was one of the Twelve.59 However, these 
men here mentioned are not speoitioally oalled apostles, but 
rather 'pillars' (~Tu~ot). It was upon them, as it were, 
that the Church rested. While -that is a name or great honor, 
it does not per.!!!_ imply that these men were all apostles, 
even though two of them obviously were. 
]'urthermore, the order in which these men are mentioned 
is important. Zahn says: "Ala erster w1rd Jk genannt, dann 
erst Pt zu einem Parr verbundene Joh .. : eiae unbegreifllohe 
Ordnung, wenn unter Jk einer der 12 Apostel zu veratehen wire; 
denn ala Erster unter diesen galt von Jeher Pt."60 Under 
these oiroumstanoes this order is perhaps .easier to explain it 
we assume that this Jam.es was not an apostle, but rather the 
-
brother of the Lord.61 Thus also this passage does not neoes~ 
59. Even Otto Scholler, though he does not defend the 
Hieronymian hypothesis, feels that the context demands that 
this J"ames is an apostle. He says: "We must then either tak~ 
James the Lord's brother as 1dent1oal with James, the son ot 
Alphaeus, alid therefore himsel.t an Apos·tle (A view already 
rejected in commenting on chap. 1:19}, or take the James ot 
th1 s passage as a ditf'erent one, 1.e., the ao-n ot Alphaeua, 
and not the Lord, s brother" ( Otto Sohmoller , . The Jg>istle 2!. 
Paul lg_ ~ Galatians, c •. o.. starbuok trans. , in ~ aommentaq 
2a. !B!. Holz Soriptures, La.nge-Sohatt, P• 39.). 
60 • Zahn, Gal.at.er, p. 103. 
61. See Meyer, Galatians, pp. 7lf., tor a similar· argument. 
Among other things he says: "It J'ame.s had been preo1sely one 
of the twelve , Paul -would not have given him preoedenoe over 
Peter; for, as mouthpiece ot the twel'Ye, i:ieter was the first 
for Jerusalem also and tor the whole or the J'ewiah Christians. 
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saril.y support the Hieronymtan hypothesis. In taot, 1 t finds 
its most natural explanation in the assumption that this James 
was not one of the Twelve, though no det1n1 te oonolusioas oan 
be drawn ·either way trom it. 
Outside the references to J~es in Aots l5:.l.3tt., ~d 
21:lStt., as head or ~he Jerusalem oburoh, this oomplete~ the 
11st or passages in which the Brethren ot the Lord are men-
tioned in the New Testament. However, there are several other 
passages in the Gospels whioh must be ~onsidered, because they 
are used by the advocates ot the. H1eronym.1an hypothesis ·in 
support of that theory. 
Luke 6 tl4tf. ; Acts .l. :13 
The first group of these pass~es is the lists of the 
Apostles in Luke's Gospel and in Aota.62 In both oases Luke 
mentions !o}o<J..s >Td..Kd~ov at the end. This is no doubt a Gen-
1 tive of Relationship.65 Suoh a genitive oan stand tor praoti-
oally any relat1onsh1p,64 though it 1a most frequently used 
The precedence, however, tinds its explanation and Just1t1-
oat1on solely in the unique personal relation to Obrist, --
which be.longed to none ot the apostles." 
62. In the Gospel, nJudas Isoariot, who became a traitor," 
follows the "Judas ot James," while in the ~~ccount he 
would naturally no longer be mentioned. 
63. Seo Robertson, ~ Grammar of !!,!. Greek !!!, Testament 
in the Light ot H1stor1oal Researoi, PP• !Oil'• 
- 64. Debrunner lists tfie i'oiiowlng uses ot this gen1t1Te 
in the New Testament. -To identity: · l} a person by his father 
(Datt. 4:21 et al.·); 2) a mother by h1:tr son (Ilk. 15:47 ~ ~;); 
3) a wite byner'husband (Jn. 19 :25); 4) slaves by the .1.am.,;...., 
to which they belong (Rom •. 16 :lOf.) ,. Concerni?Jg the usage,. in 
these l1s~s or the Apostles he says: "Ob beim Apoatel ~ovo~s 
~«t<.d ov L 6,16; A 1,13, ~ oder naoh Jd 1 ~~EAlfos zu erginzen 
1st ••• ), 1st gra.mmatisoh nioht zu entsohe1den.• --Al.bert 
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to identify a son by his tather.65 
One reason why it has not been taken un1versal.ly in 
this usual. sense is that suoh an interpretation would not 
tit into the framework of the Hieronymian hypothesia.66 Yet 
in the Gospel lists themselves there is no ground tor assum-
ing that 'brother• is to be supplied. In the 11st in Luke, 
Andrew is identified as the brother ot Peter by the addition 
::, ,I 
ot ~OEAfov, though, it is true, this is not done in Aota. 
-
There these two brothers are separated, though the reason 
seems to be to place Peter, James and John together at the 
head of the list. Matthew uses the word 'brother' to Join 
Peter and Andrew, and James and John, but shows no indioation 
that there is any relation between James and Judas, whom he 
oalls Thaddaeus.67 Mark treats these pairs ot brothers the 
Debrunner, Friedrich Blasz' Grammat1k des neutestamentliehen 
Grieohisoh, fourth edition, par. 162, :r;-p. 09. 
65. Robertson, Grammar, p. 501 
66. It is al.aimed that the word 'brother• must be· supplied 
because of the opening words, of the Epistle .2!, l.!!.2!.• There., 
the author calls himself ~o-vcd.s ![i,croO- Xf(.G'Toii oovltos, ~cSc~q>o.s 
.£1. ~d-..KcJ'~ov. However, to my mindb1s passage argues agalnit 
a similar relationship in Lk. 6:16. The v.er~ tact that the 
writer of the Epistle of Jude supplies aoEAfos in order to 
make his relationship toYaiies clear, seems to indicate that 
he did not want this genitive understood in its usual sense 
of naming the father, but that he was referring to his brother. 
Thia involves the whole question or the authorship ot the 
Epistle of James and that ot Jude, something whioh it is not 
my purpose to discuss here. Iii"'passing, however, it should 
be said that both of these epistles can Just as well have 
been written by brothers ot Jesus as by Apostles. 
67. Matthew uses the name 'Thaddaeus• in plaoe ot 'Jude 
of .Tames.' There is ·also a western variant, 'Lebbaeus,' and 
a conflate reading in the Textus Reoeptus, 'Lebbaeus who was 
called Thaddaeus.• The use or two names tor the same person 
is not unusual. 
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same way as Luke has done in~ and alao gives no 1nc1ioa-
t1on that lames and Tbaddaeus are brothers. 
I 
The genitive ~~K<.u430v, it seema, 1s simply used by Luke 
to distinguish this ludas from the betrayer. It there were 
no parallel oonstruotion in these lists, there would be more 
/ 
room tor argument, but there 1e a det1n1 te parallel 1n .:IJ..<1..tc,cu~os 
. / 
~~f~Lou. This is quite generally translated 1n the usual. 
way 'J'ames, the !2B. ot Alphaeus.' Consequently, the parallel 
I ,' 
oonstruotion ~011cfc1,s ,L.,1<w~olf" should be translated 'J'udas, the 
.!!2!!, of lames,' unless there would be some, good reason tor 
not doing so. That this lames is otherwise unknown does not 
make any di tferenoe • The name is simply used as a means o't 
distinguishing him trom the betrayer. Alphaeua is .also un-
known, and yet his name is used in a similar way to distin-
guish his son from James the son ot Zebedee. 
Thus the natural inte11>retat1on ot this passage points 
against the oonstruot1on placed upon 1-t by the advocates o't 
the Hieronymian hypothesis.. There is no reason for making 
this J'ames and this Judas brothers .and ihus identifying them 
with the two Brethren ot the Lord with the same names. iur-
thermore. this natural interpretation tits 1n well with the 
general picture which the Gospels give us of the Brethren o~ 
the Lord, namely, that they were not of the Twelve. 
John 1-9:25 
Matthew 27:56; Mark l5:4Q 
In describing the cruoif1xion J"ob:n says: "But standing 
by the cross of Jesus were his mother, and his mother•s sister, 
111111 
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Mary the wire of Olopaa, and Mary Magdalene" (19:25). In 
desoribing this same scene Mark says: "There were alao wOJll8n 
looking on from afar, among whom were Mary Magdalene, and 
Mary the mother of Jam.es the younger and ot J'oses, and Salome, 
who, when he was in Galilee, followed him, and ministered to 
him; and also many other women who came up with ·him to J'eru-
salem" (l6:40f.). Matthew says: "There ware also many women 
there~ looking on from afar, who had followed Jesus tram. 
Ge.l1lee, ministering to him; among whom were Mary Jlagda1ene, 
and Mary the mother of James and Joseph, .and the mother ot 
the sons of Zebedee" (27 :551".). 
These parallel accounts have raised the question: Bow 
many women are named speoitically by the evangelists? or, 
how many of the women 1n these three accounts oan be 1dent1-
t1ed with each other? It should be noted, tirst ot all, that 
the aooounts of Matth~w and Mark are very ciose to ~aoh other, 
in :raot, so olose that it seems proba~le that Matthew is 
simply following Mark here. That being the oase, it becomes 
evident that Salome was the mother of the sons ot Zebedee, 
sinoe Matthew substitutes this latter phrase tor 'aalome in 
Mark 15:40. Thus in the Synoptista' aooounts three women 
are mentioned in partioular: Jlary Magdalene, MarY the mother 
or J'ames the ·younger and of J'oses, and Salome, who was the 
mother or James and J'ohn. However,. onoe we oompare thia 
account with that of J'ohn, the picture is no lonser so olear. 
The number of women mentioned ~ J'ohn 1a not absolutely certain. 
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Tho advocates of the H1eronym.1an hypothes1s say John 
mentions three women, as do the Synopt1sts, though they are 
not entirely the same ones. It is here that \he chain ot 
1dent11'1oat1ons begins, a chain whioh ends eventually by 
making the Brethren of the Lord His oousins. Mary the mother 
of James the younger68 and or J'oses is ident1r1e.a w1 th Mary 
the wife (?) or Olopas.69 Furthermore, it only three woJCen 
are mentioned in John1 s account, she is a sister or the mother 
or the Lord.70 Thus the J'ames and Joses ot Mk. 15:40 are 
oousins of J'esus .. The next step is to identity them with 
the James anc1 J'oses in Mk •. 6:3 1 two of the Brethren of the 
Lord. There is yet one final step. Olopas (~~~~ds) is iden-
tified with Alphaeus (~~1~1os), the rather of James the apostle.71 
, / 
' " GS. J'erome makes much of o A,~pos to show that there were 
only two persons of importance in the apostolic Church by the 
name of Jam.es. He says: ."James is oalled the 1ess to distin-
guish him from James the greater,. · who was the son ot Zebedee" 
(212.. ill_. 1 ohap. 14}. But ·this is a _m1sappl1oation ot the Greek. He 1s not oalled james the less, but James the l1tt1e, 
no doubt because he was small or stature (So Lighttoot, 2E.• 
~., pp. 262f.). . 
69. Such an ident1t1oat1on is possible, though it need 
not necessarily be made. It ·might ·well be that she is dis-
tinguished from the other Marys in one case by her oh1ldren 
(J'ames and J'oses) and in the other oase by her husband (Olopas). 
However, the name Mary is so oommon in the Gospel narratina 
that these could easily be two difterent persona. 
70. Here the advocates ot this theory must !'ace the problem 
that two sisters should both be named Mary. Various exp1a.na-
t1ons have been given tor this phenome-non, a.11 the way trom 
the conjecture that they were step-sisters originally coming 
f'rom two separate families, to the v.1ew that the parents or 
the virgin named another daughter MarY beoause their first one 
was dedioate.d to the Lord and so lost to them. Unless some 
suoh reason is given, it is highly improbable that two sisters 
should have the same name.. :, " 
71. The identit'ioation pf K~w1ris and ~Af(los has been made 
• 
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That would make the James ot Mk. 15:40 not only a ooua1n ot 
Jesus but also one or His disoiples. However, it becomes 
evident that if any one of these conjectures is wrong, the 
whole chain breaks, and almost every link has a det1n1te weak 
spot. 
While at f'1rst sight it may seem as though only three 
women are mentioned by John, oloser oonsideration will revea1 
that no doubt there are four. I:t" 'Mary the w1:t"e of' Clopas• 
by many commentators on the assumption that there is one 
Aramaic wo:rd behind both forms. However, there are others 
who have asserted just as strongly that these two words can-
not come from the same original. Thus 1.H. Bernard (A Cri-
tical and Exegetical Commentary on the Gospel aooording to 
St. Joiin"; Vol. II, pp. 631:t".) sayi:--W-Philologioai oonsidera-
tions will not permit us to reduce Clopas and A~aeus to the 
same Hebrew original." Furthermore, Paul w. So edel ("Cl.opas," 
in the Encyclopaedia Biblioa, Vol. I, column 847) says:. "Thia 
name cannot be derived from the same Hebrew (Aramaic) word as 
~~f~1os. In the first plaoe, the vooal.ization is not the same. 
Clopas VIOUld require some such torm as \':) ,-i?"'O, wh1J.e Alphaeus 
presupposes \~'f!for ''!:J'(TJ. In the second place, as regards TI, 
a11 that is certainly known is that it beoomes ! at the end 
and in the middle of oert.a1n words (2 Ch. 20:l· Neh. 3:6 
[fd.cre.1<]; Gen. 22:24 [-co..~EK]; Josh. 16:6 Qd,.V'4.IK~ • True, it has 
been conjectured that the same holds true at t e beginning ot 
words. • • • This hardly comes into consideration, however, 
1n the present case, for the Hebrew (or Aramaic) derivation 
1s never probable in the case of a word beginning with t~o 
oonsonants. In Greek transliteration or Hebrew names, initial. 
shewa is al.ways represented by a tull vowel •••• Further, 
the Syriao versions of the N·.T. betray no consciousness that 
both names are derived from a common semitic source; with them 
the initial letter or dAf~'i'o.s is always lT (or~), ot \Q.c.u71"as P." Thus the evidence seems quite convincing that these two 
names do not oome from a common Aramaic ancestor. N~ is there 
any def1nffi" proof' that ~4177"~ is identical with "°'to1Tc1.s, 
mentioned Lk. 24:18. Zahn makes such an identif'ioatlon (For-
sohungen, VI, pp. 35lf.) an.d Lightfoot shows the possibii.Ily 
that they are · the same name (2E.• oit., PP• 267f.). suoh an 
identification would not etteot ts:e-problem under disouasion 
in any way. 
is an appositive to 'his mother's s1•ter,' then two aiaters 
would have the same name • It is therefore m.uoh more .likely 
that four women are mentioned in two pairs. Eaoh pair 1a 
Joined with a #<d.t' and no oonjunotion Joins the two pairs. '12 
If there are four women mentioned here, several other 
things become cl.ear. .Tohn throughout his Gospe.l pref'era to 
refer to himself simply as ".the d1so1ple whom J'esua. l.ove •" 
rather than by name. It wou:Ld be in k-eep1ng with that ~tyl.e 
for him to refer to his mother simply as "the sister of' Jesus• 
mother" instead of mentioning her by name. Thus 'his mother•s 
sister' would be equated with the •mother ot the sons ot 
Zebedee' in Matt. 27:56, and with 'Sal.oms• in Mk. 15:40. 'l'he 
sons of Zebedee then -would be the Lord's oouaina. As West-
cott points out: "The near connexion ot st. John with the 
mother or the Lord helps to explain the incident whioh to.l-
lows, as well as the general relation in whioh st. John stood 
to the Lord."73 It would also ~xplain why James and John be-
came members of that inner cirole of Jesus' disoip.les, as well 
as· the request of Salome that her sons mi·ght sit at the right 
72. Concerning such a oonstruotion Bernard says: "The 
bal.anoe ot the sentence, it tour persons are indicated, is 
thoroughly Johnannine" (QR..• oi t., P• 631. Zahn likBwise 
says: "N1ohts dagegen 1st nitll'rlioher a.ls dasz e1ne Reihe 
von Personen paarweise autgezlhlt und die Paare unverbunden 
nebeneinander gestalt werden,. bier alsa zwei namenlose und 
zwei mit Namen. und anderen Attr1buten ausgestattete Frauen• 
(Ev. Johannes, p ~ 64'1.} •. A good example of Just such a con-
struction occurs in Matt. 10:2-4, where several -ct the Apost.lea 
are mentioned in pairs in exactly the same way as here• Thus 
srammat1oally this 1s possible, in taot, even probable. 
73. \Vestcott, 21?.• .2!1•, P• 276. 
-
and 1eft hand ot Jesus in His glory (Matt. ao ;20t.). 1'he:re-
tore also from this point of v1e,1 it seems reasonable to 
follow the interpretation or Zahn• westoott, Bernard, ancl 
others, who have taken these words ot John to rater to tour 
women. If that is oorreot, then, as Mayor says, "'l'he tounda-
tion-stone of the H1eronym1an theory is removed, and the 
whole fnbrio topples to the .ground.n74 Thus this passage ia 
another very vulnerable spot in the Hieronymian hypothesis. 
While it is not conclusive, it is a ve-ry important part of the 
oum.ulative evidence in the Gospels to the -taot that the Brethren 
of the Lord were not disciples ot Jesus before the crucifixion. 
John 19 :261'. 
There is yet one final point to consider in connection 
with the Crucifixion. After John mentions these tour women 
at the cross, he goes on and says: «mien Jesus saw his mother 
and the disciple whom he loved standing near, he said to his 
mother, 'Woman, behold thy sonl' Then he said to the disciple, 
'Behold your mother\' And trom that hour the disciple took 
her to his own house" (19:26t.). As was mentioned before 
(Chap. I, above), this act of Jesus is regarded by many as 
the greatest objection to the Helvidian hypothesis. How 
could Jesus do this it Mary had tour sons and several daughters 
other own! 
In answering this quest~on, it should be noted tirat of 
all that this objection does not apply simply to the Belv·id1an 
74. Mayor, J"ames, P•· xx. 
hypothesis but raises series questions tor all three theories. 
The taot remains that in all but one passage in which the 
Brethren of the Lord appear in the Gospels, Mary is always 
mentioned with them. There is a definite olose relationship 
existing between them and the Lor~ts mother, no matter what 
their blood relationship aotually was.75 Thus Lightfoot is 
unfair when he says that this objection "is powerless against 
the Epiphan1an"76 bypoth~sis. 1/hy this close relationship 
whioh existed between the brothers of J'esus and Mary waa 
ignored oannot be explained sat1staotor1ly by any ot the 
existing theories. Alford is correct when he says: "The reasons 
whioh influenced Him in His selection must ever be tar beyond 
our penetration: -- and whatever relat1ons _to lil:!!!!!. ~uppose 
those brethren !2_ !!!!!. ~. it will :remain equal.ly JDY'&ter-
1ous why He passed them over, who were so ol-osely oonneoted 
with His mother.tt77 
Various reasons have been given tor this aot ot ~esus, 
but none are entirely satisfactory. The usual one- 1.s that 
Mary was given over 1nto the keeping of' John, beoause her 
75. Most of the advocates of the H1eronymian hypothesis 
assume that Mary an:d the Brethren tormed one household as 
the result of the death ot Joseph or Alphaeus o~ of both. 
'76. Lightfoot, 21!.• oit., p. 872. - This also applies 
to Westcott, who says. (®- ill.•, P• 276): "It, as appears most 
· likely, the 'brethren t were sons ot Joseph by a tormer mar-
r~age, and st. John was the son of the sister of the Lord's 
mother, the difficulty which has been telt as to the charge 
which he rec.eived 1n preference to the brethren, who appear 
among the first believers (Acts 1:14), whol.l.y disappears. 
St. John was nearest to the virgin by ties of blood." 
77. Alf'or~, 21?.• .2.!l•• P• ag4. 
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sons did not believe in Jesua. 78 However, this argll11l8nt 
loses muoh of its force when ona remembers that soon after 
the r~surreotion (Aots 1:14} the Brethren ot the Lord are 
mentioned in that first group of bal1avars. 
Mayor gi·ve s another reason which may be oorreot, though 
. 
again it is not 0ntirely convinoing • . Ra says: 
It is generally supposed (f'"~om l oor. 9:5) that 
the brothers of the Lord were married men: the usual. 
age for-marr iage among ~he 1ews was eighteen: sup-
posing them to have been born betore the visit to 
the Temple of the child Jesus, they would probably 
have married before his Crucituion.. If then all 
her children were dispersed in their several h0ll1es, 
and if, as we naturally inter, her nephew J'ohn was 
unmarried and living in a house or his own,. 1s there 
anything unaccountable in the Lord's mother t1nd1ng 
a home with the beloved d1so1ple?79 
That John was no doubt well qual1t1ed to tult1ll this 
request oannot be denied. There is reason to believe that 
ho was not a poor fisherman as were most of the other d1so1-
ples. Furthermore, it is apparent that he had the spiritual. 
qualities to oare for the mother of the Lord. Re was aJ.s.o at 
hand under the oross at the time when Jesus committed Ria 
mother to H1m. lie th-erefore 1'0:uld certainly be the most ltgi-
oal one to oare tor her, !t there ~ .!!2.!. ~ !e!.! other 
group, with whom she bad been together tor the past 79ars. 
I . do not believe there is any satis:tactory explanation tor 
this inoident. However, it can not be hurled against the 
Jliero11Ymian hypoth&sis only, to the exclusion of th~ others. 
78. Even Bernard, 21!.•· ~·• II, PP• 632., aasWIIIS that 
this is the reason. 
79. Mayor, James, p. uv.1. 
COllCLUSIOB 
The problem of the Brethren or the Lord aotual.ly centers 
around the doctrine of the perpetual virginity or Mary.l It 
Mary remained a virgin all her lite, then the Epiphanian or 
the Hieronymian hypothesis would furnish an aooeptable ex-
planation for the existence of the Brethren of the µ>rd in 
Scripture and early ohuroh history. On the other hand, it 
one does not accept this doctrine, then there is no valid, 
reason whioh can be urged against taking the word 'brother• 
l. IDlile there is no Scriptural evidence tor the perpetual. 
virginity, Luther continued to hold it throughout his lite. 
Two passages in the Lutheran oontessions bavo been interpreted 
by some as teaching this doctrine. In the Formula of Concord, 
Thor. Deel., VIII, 24, we read: "Is t111us .R!.!, etiam in utero 
matris di vinam suam maiestatem ·demoiistravit, qutd de virdne. 
inV1olata 1J!S1USV}rs_1nita.te na\us !ii• ~ El Vffi f;eoTJ'1<0~ t 
De1 genitrix est et tam.en v.1rgo mansit" (Conoor<I'ia Trigloita, 
P• 1022). scia'D.er is no dou t correct when he says oonoerning 
these words: "This obviously does not declare that she remained 
a v1rg1n ever after, but emphas1Ds the tact that the birt.h ot 
Christ made no change in her virginity" (John Sohaller, Biblt=' 
oal Christolop-J!:, p. 62.). The reterenoe to Kary as aemper 
virs.9_ in the Smaloald Articles (Part one, section IV, P• 460 
1n Concordia Tri5lotta) is not round in Luther's first German 
edition of l538, but Is in the Lat.in. However, the :first Latin 
translation--that of Peter Generanus--did not appear until 1541. 
The final revision for the Latin Concordia was made 1n 1584, 
while the German text ot Luther, s :first edi t1on of 1538 waa 
received into the Book or Oonoord (Concordia Triflot1r4 P• 60). 
See al.so l?.E • .Kretzmann, "Das Semper V1?o und d 8 ' der (Geschwister) Jesu,'" in Concordia Theo og1oal 1ont~lz• V 
(Feb., 1g34), pp. 108-113. There the author oonoludes tha~ 
the Confessions oannot be used against the Helvid1an hypothesis. 
in its most literal sense •. Both Matt. 1:25 and Lk. 2:7 aeem. 
to indicate that the Evangelists knew nothing ot tba perpe-
tual virginity of Mary and so used phrases whioh are moat 
naturally interpreted as implying that the marriage ot loseph 
and Mary was consummated after the birth ot Jesus and b~ase4 
with children. The only passage whioh has been adTan~ed in 
tavor of the perpetual virginity (Lk. 1:34) offers a real 
problem to such an interpretation. 
Furthermore, the Brethren of the LOrd appear .1n Sorip-
ture as a separate group from the Apostles. It is true, there 
are several passages in the Epistles ot Paul (1 Cor. 9:5; 15:7; 
Gal. l:l8f.; 2:9) where it is possible to argue that some ot 
them are included among the Twelve. However, these passages 
must be viewed in the light of the reterenoes to the Brethren 
in the Gospels, where they always appear as a separate (some-
times even antagonistic) group trom the Twelve. Then, too, 
the passages in the Epistles which ~re do~bttul oan· be explained 
Just as easily by assuming that ~he brothers were not ot. the 
Twelve. 
This point becomes all the more clear when the passages 
used to supply the needed links in the Hieronymian hypothesis 
are examined caretully. It is muoh more 1n keeping w1 th 
ordinary usage to translate "Judas~ ot 1amea" (IJc. 6:l4t.; 
~ots 1:13) and to assume that John mentions tour women instead 
of three in bis aooount ot the cruo1t1x1on (Jn• 1g:25). Thus 
this identification, whioh is an integral part ot the Biero-
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nymian hypothesis, is very. improbable. 
The fact that the brothers ot Jesus are mentionad together 
with Mary in all but one instance in the Gospels also leads 
one to conclude that they were not the cousins ot Jesus, but 
His real brothers. 'l'h1s tact is not only an argW11Snt against 
the Hieronym.ian hypothesis, but is one ot the ditt1oult1ea ot 
the Epiphan1an theory •. This latter hypothesis must al.so taoe 
the natural meaning of Matt. 1:25.and Lk. 2:?, and the laok ot 
any direct evidence which might point in that direotion. 
To sum up the position of Scripture,. ~ any objective 
weighing of evidence, the Hieronymian hypothesis is .outweighed 
by far by either ot the other two. In ta.ct, Scripture malt•• 
this theory highly improbable. Of .the two remaining ones. 
the natural meaning of the passages involved definitely tavor 
the Helvidian hypothesis, though many of the obJeotions raised 
, against the theory of Jerome a.re powerless agai,nst that ot 
Epiphanius. 
The tradition of the earl.y Church is also important in 
evaluating these theories • . Again, this tradition leaves little 
room for the Hieronymian hypothesis. No ohureh rather can. be 
appealed to in defense of this theory until the oloae ot ~he 
fourth century, when J~rome himself' ohampioned 1 t • Hor does 
he ola·im any ~arlier support tor his view. FU.rthermore, the 
purpose tor which he advooated it ia clear. Be was interested 
in preserving not only the perpetual virginity .of KarT .bui 
tha. t ot Joseph also. · Both the asoetio movement and the ten.-
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denoy toward "dei1'1.oat1on" ot the Lord's mother were highly 
developed. His view tits into this p1oture perreotly. 
The Epiphan1an theory, on the other hand, is much older. 
In tact, definite references to it are tound as early as 150~ 
Howe.var, all these r e ferences are in unreliable apocryphal 
literature, some of which was obviously written to glority 
Mary. The first ohuroh father to r.ef'er to this theor.1 is 
Clement of Alexandria, who \las · active at the olose or the 
second oenturiJ. However, a contemporary or his, 'l'ertull.1an, 
though himself an advocate of asceticism, take.a it tor granted 
in the way he argues against the followers or Maroion that 
Jesus had real brothers, sons or Mary. origen, the successor 
ot Clement, names certain ot these apocryphal Gospels as the 
source tor the view that the Brethren of' the Lord were older 
sons of .Joseph trom a former marriage. Tb.us this theory 
seems to find its origin in unreliable apocryphal literature. 
It is ~true, outside Tertullian there is little direct 
evidence for the Helv1d1an hypothesis in the Early Church. 
Yet the background against which the Epiphanian theory grew 
up is one o'f the most important points to consider 1D de:tenae 
of the Re1v1dian view. That background ot a growing asoeti-
oism and veneration tor )lary explains mre than anything else 
the origin and the perpetuation ot the Epiphanian hypothesis. 
Ropes is correct whe-n he says oonoern1ll8 this theory: 
It seems to derive its origin, and oe?tainly' gained 
its rapid spread trom the teel1ng or veneration tor 
the Virgin Mary ;hioh has produced so vast an out-
growth of legends about her life. Tb.is was here con-
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joined wlth the far-reaching asoetio1am whioh, 
foreign to Judaism, oame with Hel.leniam into Christ-
ian thought and life. Asoet1o doctrine speedily . 
supplemented the virgin birth b7 the perpetual 
virginity or Mary; heIJ,oe a t1rst wife had to be 
assumed as the mother ot Joseph's oh1ldren.2 
~e 1'ollowing, then, as 
presented in this Thesis. The H1eronym1an h7pothesia is 
ruled out almost completely by an objective study ot sorip-
ture and tradition. The Ep1phan1an hypothesis likewise finds 
little trustworthy support and seems to be a natural outgrowth 
ot the religious attitudes of the first centuries ot the 
Christian era. The Helv1d1an hypothesis~ on the other hand, 
is the most natural and satistying explanation. With 1t we 
do not in any way detract from the miraoulous nature ot the 
virgin birth, nor trom the honor wh1oh Mary deserves as the 
chosen vessel from whom the Lord Jesus was born. That He 
had brothers and sisters with whom He ·grew up is in no •7 
inconsistent with what we .know ot Jesus. He was the Son ot 
Man even in this respect, our Brother,. who is able to appre-
ciate the Joys and proble.ms of family lite, not as an only' ohild, 
but as the first-born son in a :f'ami.ly made up ot God-fearing 
parents and children. 
a. James Ropes, !. Or1t1oal ~ Exegetical. oomm.en~aq 5!!!. 
the &?istle .2! fil.• J'ame.s, p. 55. 
-
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